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L V Itl.

Town Officers for the Ensuing year

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS

CLASSIFICATIONS ANNOUNCED

The ’K. of C. committee having the j The District Draft Board on Friday
“ drive” in charge submit herewith announced the following classification
ments in a most satisfactory manner, their final report.
j of registered men in this section:
Town meeting is not so very far aand it does not seem as though it
1 E
The quota for Houlton was about I)avid A Abernethy, Houlton
irny, when it will be necessary to elect
would be good business during these
4- C
oflcers for the ensuing year and trans
$1,000, which was over subscribed.
‘ wm. H. Adair, Littleton,
critical times to make any change.
-C
act the usual amount of business.
Previously
acknowledged
and
pui>- Preston W. Bradford, Sherman
The present Board have the confidence lished
0_-C
$859.65
Every year brings new problems to
Rose Donovan $5.00, F. T. Fheney $1.00, Jas. B. ( allnan. Houlton
of the tax-payers, and the affairs have
1 E
Herschel Shaw $5.oo, J. L. Long-staff $1.00, Henrv F Cassidy Houlton
he solved, e s p e c ia lly ^ a town that is
r - ' assuiv, nouuon
been well conducted. There probably John Smith $5.00, Clyde Thomas $1.0",
1 E
ae progressive as Houlton; money
John
1
0
.
Doherty
$5.00,
W.
J.
Webb
$l.oo,
L
e
o
J.
Conloguo,
N.
L
im
e
r
ic
k
are others who are just as sm arl^as
W. (J. Hither $1.00, S. J. McCain $1.00,
1- A
mast be raised for public improve
these men are, but if experience Fred Dohertv $10.00, Thomas Hamilton Leo. B. ( ordrov, Houlton
ments, but with it all good business
4 C
$9.00, Harry ‘Fowler $0.25 Amos A. log- Fred R Corliss, Qakfield
means anything these men are valu rahurn $1.00, <>rie Titeomb $1.00, William
lodgment should be used, if a town’s
4 C
Kervin $1.00, Joseph A. Shaw $1,00, Frank Walter Day, Houlton
able for the town.
H. Jordan $1.00, Harvey Fstabrooke $1.00, »
nn
affairs are to be conducted as they
1- E
j The past season has been an ex R T. Hussev $5.00, Kobt. Carmichael Joe UoaH>- Houlton
0 D
A O tid , on business principles.
SJ-Mk kouc;h
^ e<v;*v ^lc'J>on" David I). Douglas. Oakfleld
$1.00, Henry Cogan $1.0", Ralph HamA man who cannot conduct his own tremely hard one for the Road de aid
L A
ilton $1.00, Mary E. Roach $2.00, Duncan W m. F. Douglass, Island Falls
tmstaess successfully, is not the kind partment, yet under Road Agent For Woodworth $1.00, James A. Woods $1.00, b a r r e n K Frthn Hrmltrm
1- E
John F. Carmichael $1.00, Frank F. \ \ i l - i ’v a ie a K. E lina, Houlton
% me" that the town should select tier the roads have been well kept. lette $3.00, L. f . Hall $5.oo, j. j. t'on- IJohn P. Friel No Amity
1- »E
•>._ A
to conduct its affairs. Money which ! especially the sidewalks which have logue $1.00, Miles K. (dark $0.50, <>. A. Ralph W. Gerrish, Oakfleld
Stevens $1,00, Mrs. Elizabeth Stevens
,
demanded
a
great
deal
of
attention,
Je appropriated for certain purposes
1 -A
$0.50, W . A. Low ery, $1.00, Alonzo t lai k k ta n k v A Higgins Houlton
$0.50, T. Rowan $1.00, Clyde F. HaggerA « 1Sg*ns- MOUlton
t dNiulf he expended for what it is and yet with all tbis, the department ; ty $1.00, J. J. Astle $l.oo, A. F. Mooers Fred Karnes, Houlton
1 A, 2 C
. nr r
i
^
~ ,,
intended, and that only, and if it |will keep within the appropriation. $5.00, Henry R. Emerson $1.00, James M. 1
1--A
Abernethy $1.00, H. N. Pipes $1.00, J. v. Delbert \\ . Lasky, Oakfleld
is not expended for this specific pur The teams have been hauling gravel Hussey $5.oo, Jeff D. Adams $i on, o n ; Wayne J. Lawler, Oakfleld
3 —J

No. 7

Serious Collision on Bangor
& Aroostook R. R.
P low Train Crashes into Rear of Stalled Passen
ger Train Near Caribou, w hich an Hour
Betore Had Hit Rear o f E x t r a

Three passengers and a trainman j The number of casualties
would
were killed and 20 passengers were have been much larger but for the
injured in a double collision on the ' fact that most of the 50 passengers in
Bangor & Aroostook R. R.. two miles j the rear car which was telescoped it.-*
south of Caribou, late Tuesday night, |entire length had started to walk to
Feb., 5th. A passenger train bound ' Caribou, after the first accident,
from Bangor to Van Buren crashed ! A train with doctors and nurses waa
into a snow plow which was running 'sent from Presque Isle.
Flangeman St. Peter was one of the
slowly on account of the snow drifts
and a moment later, another plow ran crew of the stalled plow and waa
killed when it was struck by the pas
into the rear of the train,
senger train.
j The dead:
Relatives and friends of all passer,
j Frank E. Harding, commercial travjgers, killed and injured, were prompt1
eler,
Brewer.
all
winter
for
the
coming
season,
and
i
Thompson
$1.00,
C.
XV.
Pipes
$1.00,
David
;
pose, it should be carried over and
. A. Abernethy $1.00, j. J. Astle, Jr. $1.00, Wallace E. Lawler, Oakfleld
j Charles D. St. Peter, flangeman, Van ' ly notified by telepraph or otherwise
Donovan $5.00, R. A. Nixon $1.00, H
T
1
naed the next year, but not used to ■there is now a crew cutting wood, i E. C.
: Kdwin Atchison $2.00, John Hatfield $1.00, H o n r j O. LeE\ltt, Hodgdon
1
|Buren.
by railroad officials.
from
stumpage
bought
by
the
town,
i— im up a deficiency in some other
John VV. Crowley $1.00. George F White j erry T. Lenehan, Houlton
1
Mildred Shaw, aged 12, Limestone, j Officials of the Bangor & Aroostook
Iwhich will be used for the poor dur $100, Hadley Tidd $1.00, Ward ( Hand
,
,
,
,
.
department.
$2.00,
Maurice Haley $1.00, Geo. A. Hoar Harold J. Logie, Linneus
4
j Mrs. Dana Hinckley, Waterville.
i state that both accidents w’ere directly
HoUHon’s officials during the past ing the winter of 1918— 19. Both of $1.00, Wilber Harris $1.00, Blaine Lincoln T
r T
Urmlt™-.
i
$1.00,
Alonzo
Carpenter
$1.00,
H.
A.
Crane
Lawrence
G.
Ludwig,
Houlton
4
1 The most seriously injured of those ; due to the severe weather conditions,
|these
it
can
readily
be
seen
will
be
poor have been exceedingly efficient,
$1.00, F. S. Bliss $1.00, Edward Goodin Percy I).
Lynds, Littleton 1
'taken to the hospital were:
jit being about 30 below zero and a high
the work of the selectmen, as paid for out of this year’s appropria $2.00, Geo. MeGinley $1.00, A. It. Merrithew
$i.oo, Cecil MeGinley $l.oo, George Norman L. Nickerson, Montieollo 1
j
Mrs. E. Palmer,
Caribou, ear torn : wind, which was
drifting the snow*
tion,
but
will
not
be
used
until
next
Shown by their monthly statement as
Chamberlain $2.00, James Hannan $1.00. G ]enn j p ort(>r Montieollo
1
Howard Webb $1.00, Peter J. Shenmek Ult nn
Monucciio
J
off, scalp injured:
on dangerous list. very badly, so it
was nearly impos
year,
an
advantage
of
having
selectpublished in the' columns of this
J . Wendell L. Porter, Houlton
$i.oo, J. c. McCiuskey $2.00, l Miiiip^ j
2
I
Mrs.
Samuel
J.
Shaw,
Limestone,
J
sible
for
the
trainmen
to distinguish
I
men
fo
re
s
ig
h
ts
enough
to
save
money
Hannan $1.0", C. B. Pomeroy $".50, Mrs
phper, shows good Judgment, and ex
Charles MrN'allv $1.00, Richard Gridin Frank L. Prosser, Montieollo 1-A, 1
1mother of Mildred Shaw, and sister ; signals.
|
for
the
town,
and
yet
neither
one
of
cellent business ability.
1
! $1a00, T ',A ,
p erley E Rhoda Houlton
All the injured are doing well, ana
of .Mrs. Hinkley. fractured nose and
<> Donnell $1.0". F. A. Peabody $5.00, Mrs.
J
This Board consists of F. A. Pea- these will be used until next year.
1.1. W. Porter $0.50. H. K Mansfield $0.50. Uriel A. Rhoda, Houlton
it
is hoped they will all recover.
,
other
injuries.
Think these things over, Mr. T a x  C«>ra Niekerson $0.25, Mrs. Caldwell $0.50, i
hody, Howard W eb b and Robt. M. LawMyrtle g . Niekerson $0.25, Joe Moore j
T h e M e a n in g of th e L e t t e r s
!
.Maurice
Smith,
Bangor,
seriously
Me, will be candidates for re-election, p ayer, and see if this is not good busi i $l‘.O0, Alda Greeley $0.25, Mrs. Catherine
L A Single man without dependent I injured and suffering from nervous
! Shea $3.00, Nellie Stevens $0.50, James
fm f gg far as we know there will be ness.
I Doherty $5.no, William Donnell $10.00, ] . ..
! shock; may recover.
np opposition to them. It is an ac I
; Alex Drr $5.00, Augustus Haggerty $5.00, j *eniaives.
$'DioalF ^n '1wnlette ! 1-B- -Married man, with or without
Fred Goud, Van Buren, broken ribs
knowledged fact that a man can do
The membership ticket for 1917-18
,$i.oo, \v. c. Clifford $2.oo. Harry Hogan children, or father of motherless e h il-1and other injuries.
better work the second or third year
will admit every member of the Houl 
$1.00. B. \V. Skofield $2.00, James 11. Me- j
. . . . . .
.. , . 1 Others injured were:
Harry Wilson $i.oy, r . Wib- dren, wiio has habitually tailed
to
in a position of this kind*than he can
Gann $o.5o..................
Bucksport, ton Chamber of Commerce to the sup
herly $2.00, p, B. Cassidy $1.00, Frank II. i
i,k,
John II. Montgomery,
the first year, so that continually
1Willette $5.00, F. B. Betts $1.00, Peter j b U p p o r t h l s family.
traveling
salesman
for
John
W. P e r - j per at Watson Hall, on Thursday
Tomah $2.00, Bert L. Ingraham $1.00,
— - --- - farm laborer.
offioera, especially the Board,
1-EI—Unskilled
In a recent communication to Sec Frank G. Lowrey $1.00, Samuel W. Rhoda
kins Co., Portland, wholesale drug- ; evening, Feb. 14, at 6.15 o ciock.
la not a wise thing to do. Many of
$1.00, Leon C. Farvvell $1.00, J. Hurley
1F — Unskilled industrial laborer.
retary of W a r Baker, the commander $1.00, A. S. Kitchen $1.00, A. W. Nevers
gists, shaken up.
j
suPPer will he served by the
■our boat citisens realise this, and with
$1.00,
Mrs.
Fred
Putnam
$1.00,
Anna
Mc2B—
Married
man, without children, J. D. Murphy,
of the American Expeditionary -For
Bangor, i n s u r a n c e |ladies of the Congregational Church
that In view have inserted an article
Gary $1.00, Fred Bartlett $1.00, Mrs. Harry
' and wil1
followed by the business
Briggs $1.00, Harry F. Mishou $1.00, Mr. whose wife, although the registrant is agent; shaken up.
m the warrant for this year, to see if ces said:
A. T. Putnam $2.00, F. N. Vo.se $2.00,
Michael Albert, St. Agatha, slight I meeting.
“There has never been a similar Miss Hazel Wiley $1.00, W. F. McCarthy engaged in a useful occupation, is not
the Jown will vote to elect 3 select$1.00, Ressa M. Crawley H-OO, Frank Me- j mainly dependent upon his labor for scalp wound.
F lo u r F o r N e x t Y e a r
m eafor 8, 1 and 1 year respectively, body»of men to lead as clean lives as Elwee $1.00, Anna Donovan $1.00, A. Q. |
Merritt $1.00, Mike Shinnick $1.00, Frank ; support, for the reason that the wufe
Herschel Shaw, Houlton, bruises
our
American
soldiers
in
France.
They
A movement has been started by a
at ^
la the future, if that is done,
-Rhoda $5.00, Edward Fortier $1.00, Ben- |{o
m
„ i„ „ c,
number of members of the Houlton
at .wlll only he necessary to elect one have entered this war with the high jamin Carson $1.00, Louis Sapier $1.00, j18 shilled in some special class of work and contusions.
Keating
$5.00,
George
F.
Donnelly
which
she
is
physically
able
to perform
Emmons
Robinson,
Houlton,
cut
on
est
devotion
to
duty
and
with
no
other
Merchants’ Assn, supported by the
selectman each year, or in other
$5.00, Arthur Champeon $0.20, E. C. Me. .
, . ,
Laughlin $5.00, Fox Bros. $5.00, Fred and lh which she is employed, or in the face and nose broken.
Chamber of Commerce and the Grange
maids, each man w ill after this year idea than to perform these duties in
Harrigan $5.00, H. E. Thomas $5.00, Emmaiwhirh there is an immediate nnenimr
Fortune Bourgoyne, St. Luce, shak to induce every farmer to raise wheat
he elected for 3 years instead of one. most efficient manner possible. They Cyr $0.50, Frank Fitzpatrick $1.00, Alice wnicn mere 18 an Rnraea18-*-6 opening
Cyr $0.50, Henry (’ arpenter $1.00, E. S. for her under conditions that will en- en up.
fully
realize
their
obligation
to
their
during the coming season.
la >kU way a
may be able to plan
Hutchinson $0.50, -............................
Alfred Carpenter $1.00,
■ able her to support herself decently
W.
D.
Reidy,
Melrose,
Mass.,
con
own
people,
their
friends,
and
the
Mrs.
A.
J.
Chase
$0.50,
Charles
H.
Schools
The idea is this; The members of
hta work ahead from year to year.
$2.00, Wiimot Harper $°.50, Llewelyn and without suffering or hardship,
tusions and shaken up.
the two bodies mentioned will each
Awxmg many other things which country. A rigid program of instruc i Stevens $1.00, A Friend $0.25, Harold
Bruce $1.00, A Friend $0.25, Frank Wil2-C— Necessary skilled farm labor
Engineer A. Somerville,
Houlton, purchase through the Houlton Grange
should he provided for the coming tion is carried out daily with tradi , lette
$1.00, Phil F. Dempsey $1.00, Otis
er in necessary agricultural enter- head injured.
tional
American
enthusiasm.
En
five bushels or more of -seed wheat*
Dingee
$1.00,
Ellis
Logan
$1.00,
J.
J.
year are:
Doherty $1.00, H. Bither $0.50, Paul Hag- ! .
T. Wibberly,
brakeman,
slightly paying the Houlton Grange for same.
A start oa paving the square, and gaged in healthy, interesting exerci gerty $1.00, Byron Stewart $0.50, Garrett j Prise.
The Grange will in turn put this wheat
tins not oa(p have something sub- ses in the open air, with simple diets, FWel^Jl.oo,*’ <jeorgt‘ SeluMver lo.lo’, Joseph
— Necessary skilled industrial la- shaken up.
Mrs. Geo. Wibberly and son, of out to a fanner, charging same to him,
but in the end save money, officers and men, like trained athletes, M ^u eTrO ofnarry k f f l l l o l l . IVrrnK Ibor ' »
in 'l^trla l enterprise.
; nd after the crop has been harvested
and do a little toward it each year. are ready for their tasks. Forbidden Anderson $l.'to, Frving Lovely $0.50,
3-J— Necessary assistant, associate Houlton, shaken up.
Cassidv $2.00, Annie M. Keating I
,
,
the farmer is to return the same
W.
McDonough,
brakeman.
shaken
Wo had a start on this two years ago, the use of strong drink and protected James
$10.00, Neil Fitzpatrick $1.00, Mrs. Claud or hired manager of necessary agnculamount of wheat to the Grange that
hut the money was used for other pur by stringent regulations agf inst sex Carnenter $0.50, Thomas Cailnan, Sr. 1
pntnrnrleo
up.

J

ANNUAL MEETING HOULTON
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

GEN. PERSHING PRAISES AMER
ICAN FIGHTING MEN IN
FRANCE

I

poses, and the people did not get what ual evils, and supported by heir own
they wanted, and what they paid for. moral courage, their good behavior is

$5.00, Mrs. John Kiley $0.50, T h o m a s W. tural enteipilse.
Isaac Whiteneck.
Caribou,
badly
Monahan $3.00 Garrett Fitzpatrick $1.00, ! „
,
F. b . Cassidy $5.00, Frank Mowat $1.00, |
Necessary sole managing, conshaken
up.
ssarv
Wellington Por'er $1.00, F. H. Griffith 1.00 trnp jnfr or diroctine- head of neces«
James Hogan j.00. Charles Haggerty 1.00, irol-in5 or directing nead <,l notes.
W. E, Robinson, Robinsons, slight
A Friend 2 00, Alex A. Chiassyn l.'.'O, j, . agricultural enterprise.
A. MoCi eady ) 00, .Jvfin W. C. Or ant 1.00 I
abrasions, right arm.
James MeGinley 1.00, M rs. rau 1 K ' l l « y !
1.00, W . G. A d tins 2.(10, l o v Me< ’:"is l and S. Snt'l] l.iia. l i a r r i ' t Umt an 1
C. M. Gilman, Robinsons, slight ‘
J. F r a n k
*it t 1. (■", R u g a n la.an, W i l l i a m
1.00, Os •ar Khi r h' j 2.0", l e o r y v
<' ar i x mt or
! aia,
Wosto n
1.0",
tusion
of lipG. A. It ussell i."0, 10. I\
K i n g m a n T a y U r 1."it. Joseph I >e\a•** l . " 11. !
S;ir;ih K . Klim> I J" , <’lart noo Li .n(loll 1
Woodi t* B l a c k m o n '
l.oa. Bush
Farrar |
\V.
R.
Murray, Robinsons, contusion
A l t o n ( \i r r ol l 5."". T h o m a s .1. <'al n a 11 5."" l.aa, R o s e o e Snel l l.aa, B a r r y
Hughson j
\ t i l o r t on l.aa, Ch a r l e s Hal l l.aa, W i l m o t
.0", \\' i l l i a m
Mrs. M •I’ her so n
D e v a o o ! on skull and alirasion of scalp.

the subject of most favorable com
ments, especially by our allies Ameri
can mothers may rest assured that
their sons are a credit to them and to
the Nation, and they may well look
fbrward to the proud day when on the
battle field these splendid men will
1."", Fr: i nk M r N a l y l.oo, Mrs. B. A.
shed a new luster on American man l.oo, Bin >ebe Iott 1. on Fro 1 A. Bat t on
Investment.
Mrs. 'I’ ll n i d i v Iott 2."", A vin B--n sun
Mrs. R. H. Gr a nt 1.0", F rod Lo n Ion
The Motor Chemical has given much hood.”

A motor truck should be purchased
fler hautfnr gravel and this too, would
Ue u great saving to the town in being
able to do the work quickly as it is
needed, and then when the truck is
not working it would not be costing
anything except the interest on the

I mlT
1

I . "" , Jo hn C a r p e n t e r 2.i'0, F l f i r i d g e P a r k s
15c, ( ' has. M o G n d y 50e, F r e d W .
Join' s
5aetDon S u l l i v a n 5"e ( ' l a u d
1.0". l.oa, L o r e n z o S m i t h 2."", Geo.M c GSlhme ne hhaony
Mr s A n t h o n y Oat roll I " ", Mrs. Th* ma s 5.00, Mrs. John Mi t c h e l l l.oa, J e r r y K i t z L l o y d 50c, M D s M, A. R y a n 1 nn, M r c ( \ p a t r i e k l.aa, M a r t i n H a r k i n s l.oa, .John
E.
G a g e r s 50c,
Gen. A.
Wil son
l.On, H a r k i n s l.oo, n i c k B r i g g s 5"c. F r a n k M e S t e p h e n G o g a n Hoc, -Mrs. J. Duf f y
1.00, Monigle 5oc, <
Pn
Hogan
Mrs. J. B o v l e l.oo, M a r y S t u a r t 1.on. Mrs. needs Dance s
( ivei run 2a
•sgood F. S mi t h 1.00, J a y Gi v g o j - y 2 . 0a,
lo
Total
George Finnigan 1.00, Mis. Lewis John E x p e n d e d :
son 5.00, Robert Finnigan" 1.00, Mrs. Jas. T i m e s P u b Do ad
Abernethy 1.00, Mrs. M. E. Finnigan 1.00,
James F. I'ahner 5.00, Chas, MeAtee 1.00, P i po rnienetri n gPut*. *
lMil
K. II. Bates 1.00, Kate Mersereau 1.00, J.
pri nt i ng
H. Conlogue U.00, Goo. Time 1.00, James
’ olworth D
dpt
I T ________
I) A A
4 1 ~ I I ’ 511
) AA
\ r>nuuir
AV
' 1
.Hogan
2.00,
Alex
Willettf *2.00,
Armour
A
- \ > book):

1

satisfaction, not only has it responded
W . P. Mansur has a crew of men
alarms, but in two
4p s e a it has saved at least $4,000, for employed at Nickerson Lake engaged
jkoperty owners, by being there when ,in moving his log cabin across the
14 was needed, and a great loss from 'lake to a new site which be recently
water damage by the use of the chem
I purchased, this will make a most deical eliminated.
! sirable location for his summer home
The present officers of the town
CO. 10.00, Frank Michaud LOO, B. S. Green
5.00, Frances Peterson 1.00, W. P. Manhave conducted their several depart !as it will be much easier of access.

very quickly to

Millar is Still Making Home
Made Candies
By the way, Millar’s Is a good

------ place to buy Coffee-------

Sweet art Wholesome

3 lb Genuine Mocha and
Java Coffee

$1.00

3 lb Maleberry

1.00

4% lb Pan-American

1.00
.95

3 lb Fancy Blend

1sur 5.00, Ed Donohue 1.00, Miss Ella M.
i Crowe 5.00, Fred W. Mooers 1.00, A.
L.
Skinner 2.00, John Donohue 1.00, Ralph
Whitney 2.00, Leo Conlogue 1.00, Fh J.
Nickerson
1.00, Harry Conlogue 1.0",
H. O. Berry 1.00, Martin Donohue 1.00,
J. I. Nason 1.00, Albert Hogan 1.00, Marie
Low 1.00, Hartley Noyes 1.00, Vernie
Johnson 50c, F. B. Mullen 1.00, A Friend
50c, A. J. Fortier 1.00, Herbert Smith
5.00, D. J. Bradley 1.00, Henry O’Donnell
1.00, H. N. Kelley 50c. Patrick Doherty
1.00, S. D. Shaw 50c, Frank Smith 2.00,
A. J. White 50c, James A. Smith Jr. 5.00,
E. Lanipre 5"c, Garrett J. Smith 5.00, R.
B. Wellington 50c, J. T. Smith 5.00, Jerry
Jerrett 50c, John E. Haggerty 2.00, Chas.
Willett 50c, Patrick McSheffrey 1.00, Mrs.
Jane Grant 50c, James Smith Sr. 2.00,
Fred Willett 50c, Jas. Fitzpatrick 1.00,
Hollis Seward 30c, Dennis Rairdon 1.00,
Richard Smith 30c, Thomas McGillicuddy
1.00, James Cambelton 25c, Charles Fitz
patrick 1.00, J. W. Stewart 75c, Beverly
C. Shaw 1.00, Ernest Fstey 1.00, G. A.
Rugan 1.00, Ronald Fitzpatrick 1.00, John

y • l

C an

D e p e n d

On

U s

OU can_fiud no back numbers in our
stock — no forgotten styles-every
article is new and u p - t o - d a t e .
Many people depend upon us to
furnish them with the newest articles in
Jewelry, knowing that anything bought oi
us is the last word in Jewelry mode.

Y

is too small or too difficult

J
—

fit ft l'

. D.

P

e r r y

W ho has served you fo r 25 years

J E W E L E R

&

—

O P T O M E T R I S T

M ar k e t Sq u a r e , H O U L T O N ,

M A IN E

Mrs. Kred Goud, minor injuri*'s.

O b je c t to be G ained

HOULTON BOYS INJURED IN
FRANCE

Flowers
HEN you need Floral Decorations,
Set Pieces, or Cut Flowers of any
kind, for any occasion, be sure and
call on us to supply you. IJ We carry a
full assortment in blooms of every kind.

W

CJ Plan on using Chadwick Seeds for your
garden this coming season.

In our Job Department no job

that ho may want for his consumption:
i at the prevailing price, it being estii mated that live bushels of wheat w ill
produce one barrel of flour.

Mrs. George1 Wibberly and son. W il
Ther-' are a number of advantages
to be gained thereby. In the present
bur, of Van Buren, minor injuries.
Paul Murphy, Phair, minor injuries. stress of high prices and scarcity o f
food stuffs, provision is made for rais
The first collision occurred at 10.56
ing a large percentage of the flour
o'clock, passenger train No. 9, in
charge olf Conductor F. M. Crockett I that ib **sed in lhi« section, right here
at home. The farmer gets his seed
and Engineer Stinson and which left j
for nothing, (or if the farmer prefers
Bangor at 6.30 Tuesday morning Feb. \
to buy hi seed wheat outright and
5, crashing into the slowly moving i
then sell his wheat to the consumer,
plow train, running an extra No. 142, j
or
the Grange he may do so) the m er
$1,447.1" in charge of Conductor J. R. Stairs i
Net
chant gives him the use of his money
and Engineer F. W. Kenyon. The ac-J
for the growing season, and its equi
eident occurred one mile south of Irv- j
valent is then returned.
The new
ing Siding, which is about two miles j
Grange mill is assured of just so much
south of Caribou. Flangeman St. P e t 
Letters received from “ somewhere er. who was killed, was in the flanger more grist for grinding, and best o f
all the food will be produced and
in France” to relatives here gives the car which was badly wrecked.
manufactured here at home.
news of accidental injury to two Houl
At 11.50 o'clock plow extra No. 59
ton boys, Ralph Albert and Edward
Aroostook can raise just as good
in charge of Conductor T. H. Briggs
Iott, members of the Gun Platoon, in
wheat as Minnesota, Michigan or Ohio,
and Engineer A. Somerville, crashed
the 103rd regiment which occurred
and with the uncertainties of the po
into the rear of passenger train No.
the latter part of December.
J 9, which was waiting for the line to tato market a fanner may diversify
No further news has been received |be cleared, telescoping the rear coach his crops and not be any worse off
than he would to raise potatoes with
from them and it is presumed that
i and smoking car.
the uncertain price, where wheat has
they are improving.
A gale during the night had piled been established at $2.10 per bushel.
huge’ drifts over the single track line.
The seed is planted and needs no
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he had given him to plant. Then the
man who paid for the original five
bushels will have this amount return
ed and he may purchase of the farm er
or the Grange any additional amount

CHADWICK

------------- Florist--------------Conservatories 16 High St. H oulton, Me.

|A plow was sent out early in the day
to clear the line. When it reached a
point near Caribou it struck a solid
mass of snow which slowed it down
almost to a standstill. A
passenger
train which was following close be
hind could not be stopped quickly
enough to prevent its running into
the plow. It is supposed that the
j snow, picked up from the ground and
j swirled about by the gale so blinded
the crew of the following plow that
they did not see the train in time to
stop. As this plow vas going at high
speed in order to have sufficient pow 
er to buck the drifts it smashed ite
way clear through the rear coach of
the train.

As quickly as possible after the col
lision a wrecking crew was sent to
the scene of the wreck, together with
physicians and members of the Cari
bou fire department.
The
injured
passengers were cared for.
As un
official thermometers
registered
30
l
{ degrees below zero the work of res
cue was difficult and there was much
suffering. The track was blocked for
many hours, not being cleared until
9.20 the following day.
The passenger train, due in Cari
bou at 3 o’clock Tuesday afternoon
had been slowly working its way from
Bangor through drifted snow and over
ice blocked switches all day Tuesday
and through the night hours.
As soon as it collided with the first
plow, the rear brakeman hurried back
to ward the following plow but the
thickly blowing snow prevented the
engineer seeing him, though the trains
were on a straight track.

care until the harvest— some different
from potatoes.
W ell, this is one of the few things
that will be discussed and talked over
next Thursday night, so plan to at
tend the Chamber of Commerce meet
ing.
Remember your membership ticket
for 1917-18 admits you to the supper.

THRIFT IN THE SCHOOLS
In accordance with the program e s
tablished throughout the nation for
promoting thrift in its various forms,
the students of the Central School
building have recently conducted a
two-weeks’ thrift drive which resulted
In obtaining from the students alone,
a sale of W ar-Savin g Certificates and
Thrift Stamps amounting to $225.00,
and the fact that this amount was sub
scribed by 300 boys and girls speaks
well for the influence and instruction
along the line of savings imparted by
the teaching force.
The old copy book adage “as the
twig is bent so doth the tree incline,”
can be aptly applied in this case, and
it is to be hoped that this lesson in
thrift and all other unseful things
which are taught in our schools, may
continue to develop for the good of
each student in which case the nation
at large will be the gainer.
The Department of Agriculture es
timates that only one-third of the m ar
ketable surplus of the potato crop had
been moved by January 1, 1918. Last
year’s potato crop was the largest
ever produced is the United States.
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been thrown across seas in past tinea little something, compel jf we can
tically an improved road the entire Hannibal crossed the Mediterranean
BY T H E
NEW
A N A L G E S I C
M ETHO D, A B SO LU TELY SAFE.
distance, while other sections
have and crossed the Alps and descend*-’1 not willingly subscribe to that senti
ment, until we are shown something
not had any work done.
upon Rome.
Before him Alexander
different? It is reasonable that men
To us living in Aroostook county, threw forces that were huge in t benD E N T IS T
who have any regard for their own
the Garden of Maine, which is so im day against regions that wen* remote
lives, for their reputation for brains
During the
portant to the entire interest of the in the1 same proportion.
and hom-stv. for their safetv and that
state, it seems nothing more or less Boer war. England, with entire com
D E N T IS T
than selfishness.
Between Houlton mand of the seas, landed an army of
O
ffic
e
over
French's D rug Sto re
In this war
and Bangor a distance of 132 miles 400.000 in South Africa.
Office Hours; S A. M. to 5 P. M.
she
has
kept
an
ocean
lane
free
of
there is only one piece of Trunk line
A
Others by appointment
V J J ■ I . .V
road and that is 12 miles long leading peril during the continuance1 of Un>\
Telephone
164-2
out of Houlton, and whatever else war. But never before1 in the history
there is of good road, is all town or of the world has a nation ventured to
tram i■* ' millions of in. .
er :*..ooo |
state aid stretches.
mil*- of it ,
Specialists in the use of High
Bangor has not made any move mile < ’’ 'vat'-r. nearly p v
R m tn n
Branch of
Frequency Electricity
D U S lU Il
Consolidated Rendering Co.
whatever to have their part of the infested with enemies, absolutely now \
Paralysis. Goitre. Neurasthenia, W o 
to
the
uses
of
civilized
society.
This
Trunk line extended north, to give the
manly Troubles. Sciatica. Rheuma
people who live in far famed Aroos we arc- doing now. and will continue io j
tism Eczema, Diseases of the stom
do
until
victory
has
been
won.
j
a c h . Kidneys and Bowels.
took a chance to get out in the summer
A special department where Massage,
This army we arc1 sending is light |
time, but for the past few weeks, the
in t;.b>t
hand, vibratory and electrical is
No
people of Bangor were telling what a ing for no material gain hut for ideas.
i e U .* • ■
ltd Ciif.'t:,.
given under the direction o f a train
of !s in V? *1
■Grin ir. f
good time they would give the Aroos That is another new thing in the his
ed expert. Women attendants.
Muficy bu’-k-in. i':r■I;. Gel the
C o n su lta tio n free.
took people last week at the Food tory of the world. Nothing can resist
r.-miino box with
F:e*i T .p and Mr.
Office hourrs: 9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
Pair. It’s fine to have the people of a power. Nothing like it has ever hap
Hill's pint ur r on it
S u nd ay 2 to 4 p. m.
21 Tabletr. ror 23c.
Aroostook go to Bangor and spend pened in the records of man. in 177S
Office in Dunn Furniture Block
A
t
A
n
y
Ui
’....
g",
oro
their money at Food Fairs, jnusical America stood on ground new to the
T elep h o n e 80
Bstftbttahed A p r il IS , 1810

Festivals, and Conventions, but why
don’t they make some effort to ~-t a
vroad from Bangor to Aroostook for
|the benefit of Aroostook pc i pie to go

KEEP THE KIDNEYS WELL

Do You Enjoy E a tin g

As You D id When
A B oy?

J

PROFESSIONAL CARDS

NEW DENTAL PARLORS

Aroostook Farms
Need Potash

A ®

Har d ( O l d s

CASCARA fe;’ QUININE

Insure your next season’s potato crop.
Potato prices will be high. With the Admin
istration at Washington demanding more
food the potato market will he sure.
Fertilize your soil. Make it rich and pro
ductive with l>owell Animal Fertilizers. They
are made from nature’s products BONE,
BF.OOD, MEAT. High-grade Chemicals and
4% POTASH are added.
We guarantee the POTASH used in our
fertilizers to be water-soluble*-the only
kind farmers can use.
I^owell Animal Fertilizers with POTASH
cost less,relatively, than eve_ before. Potatoes
are selling at high prices. One barrel of
potatoes will buy twice the fertilizer now
that it would four years ago.
Make sure of large potato crops and good
profits. Use Lowell Fertilizers. They are
dependable and guaranteed—buy from this
reliable, well-known New England concern.
If you want to increase your potato crop 50
to 90 barrels each acre, investigate today.
Place your Order NOW. Write
H. W. Fowler, Fort Fairfield, Me., Gen’l Agt.
LOWELL FERTILIZER CO.

SHAW & THORNTON

DR. R. E. LIBBY

C. E. WILLIAMS, M. D.

DR. F. 0. ORCUTT
DR. J. F. PALMER

VIOLET RAY INSTITUTE
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Ameri :.. The records of his birth
Mr. Giragossian: “ No. It will
were lost and he does not know his
work with the present engine.
“ It is a separate engine own birthday. He says he ha = boon
.Mr. Nolan
told two dates, one of which makes
entirely?"
Mr. Giragossian: “ Absolutely. Sup- him fifty-three and the other fifty; posing it is three connected together." seven years old. Of his family
he
| Mr. Nolan: "This is not along the says:
lines of perpetual motion?"
"My father s name was T. K.
j
Mr. Giragossian: “ No, sir; I did not Giragoss. In his early manhood he
discover any motion. I did not over- was treasurer for the Ottoman Govern'come gravity or anything of that kind." merit for eighteen years in our section
! Mr. Nolan: “ This is something on of Armenia. After that he became a
the same principle as Benjamin Frank- merchant. He was killed by the Turks
Rn’s discovery of electricty and its in the general massacre's of 1895 and
1896. At the same time my brother
uses? It is a natural force?"
Mr. Giragossian:
“ Yes. sir;
this and one son were killed.
“ In my youth I was a merchant with
force is already existent andl am going
to utilize it by means which I have dis my father and represented him at
covered. It is concentrated. If we Constantinople. Then he let me go to
want to make use of electricity out of study medicine in France. Instead of
the earth we concentrate that. If we remaining I came to America from
utilize the current or the tide, we have Franco as a traveler November 20.
to concentrate, because it Is very wide 1891. Armenians enticed me to Ameri
The same thing is true of the wind ca. After reaching here I opened a
it is necessary to build engines to pro store in Worcester, Mass."
The idea of the existence of an unduce thousands of horse-power. My
device is utilized in such a way that it ' known energy had been in his head

THE MAINE-BORN

as can only be seen now in the anti( Boston-Herald)
quarian collections; and we can imagT * the Hon. J u tic e of the
The Maine dispatch that tells us ine them, too, running down to the
Jaitotal Court, next to be held * J ; The Inventor or discoverer 01 this
that Governor Milliken has named extensive wharves and watching the
K
t e ta. t ,HulnCe°:Unty ° ' Ar° ° 8t00k! new power Is Garabed T. K. G ira.osCharles J. Dunn of Orono for the place ships coming and going, for the GenViol* Duroet Miller, of Mars Hill in sian, an Armenian who came to the
on the supreme bench left vacant by ose merchants and sailors were among
County of Aroostook, respectful United States in 1891.
the death of Justice Madigan men- the most enterprising in the world,
ly represents that on the first day of
In the twenty-six years of his resitions that the new judge fas born in
v ‘*y likely, on holidays, Christopher
October, 1916 at Mars Hill in said
dence here he has discovered a new
Michigan. Then it goes on to ex- an(l his brothers, like the hare-legged
County of Aroostook she was lawfully
Berried to Bedford Miller of said Mars principle of energy; he has perfected
plain in somewhat apologetic' fashion Genose lads of today, went out in the
MB) that ever since said time she hast
jjjacij|ne which he claims will run
that the' event happened during a harbor in some fishing craft, and in
conducted
towards s a i d i j^ t e 1without fuel, “without
expense.
or
visit of his Maine parents to that this way he must have first learned
k t l > > faithful, true and affectionate ....
xjbele*e,"regardless without toil except wear and tear of
state. It seems to he an unwritten how to navigate a vessel.
o f M b m a r r i a g e covenant and duty,on machinery;” he has convinced the Conlaw in Maine that when one of its
He could never have dreamed, how
second day of October 1916, a*ter- gress of the United States that his dis
citizens is elevated to high public ever. as he mingled among the grayb is con- covery Is worthy of unusual considers
staton he must be a native of Maine1 bearded sailors and listened to their
tinned to the present time, during tion and protection.
or else he must have been born in stories of wild adventure, that he him
Vbleb time be has contributed noth- j n a statement he declared that if
Michigan during the temporary resi- self would one day be the greatest of
ftnf to her support.
“Garabed” were used now by the
dence of his Maine parents there, ull the world’s great sea captains.
a b ^ e ker ^ e “ ntowards°your llbe- United States It would have this in,
The only member of Maine's present
The good wool comber was ambitious
MM. That he Is of sufficient ability mediate three-fold value in winning
congressional delegation of six who for his eldest son. and so, at a proper
ana”la able to labor and provide for the war:
is not a native of Maine is Senator age, Christopher was sent away to
her, yet he wantonly, cruelly and
sjjjpS would he smokeless
Frederck Hale. He, the son of Eu- school at Pavia, where there was a
^ 3 ^ a ^ U b * e ^ ^ l n ^ n a n c e 8for her.**™ and the speed increased at least fifty
gem1 Hale, who was Maine’s senator famous university, and where young
That your Libelant has made dill- per cent— maybe one hundred per cent,
for thirty years, was horn in Michi- ; Columbus made good use of his time,
pant Inquiry, but that the residence of jt will increase the speed of any ship
gan while his mother was visiting
He learried Latin and made considerLtbelee ia unknown to your Libel- jn some degree. This would be the best
predecessors of Maine's congression- able progress in mathematics and the
H ^ o n iih l n ^ l f r t i n r r ^That there is remedy against the U-boat.
is almost condensed energy. We can from his earliest youth. He used to al delegation were natives of Maine, natural sciences. He also learned to
UO COflntton between them to obtain
“2. W e could utilize it in airships produce thousands and hundred of watch the half-dozen horses in his except Obadiah Gardner, who was in write a good hand and to draw maps
a divorce; but that your Libelant be- so they can carry’ very heavy loads, thousands of horse-power. The most . father's mill grinding wheat, and he the Senate for a time, and he, too was and charts -accomplishments that were
Boro* that said bonds of matrimony according to the will of men. W e can improved locomotive has 3000 horse-J was constantly seeking some way to
born in Michigan whither his parents of great use to him in after years.
■rays that** diTOrce may be^decreed6 make them develop 10,000 horse-power power. The source of the energy is get rid of the horses. This idea was had wandered from Maine for a brief
He could not have attended school a
and that her name be changed to Vio- if necessary. It depends on the size, very great. We can make 100 horse- in his mind, he says, when he came to tarry.
great while, for before he was 14 he
la Dnroet.
The ‘Garabed’ can be supplied to any power from a machine with 10 horse- America, and it grew with each year.
The new justice has been in Maine was hack at Genoa helping his father;
Aad your Libelant further Pray8 8jze 0f atrship without any fuel or any power with a small change, It is Steam and the ordinary powers in use
since early boyhood, and so his hut not long . The sea seemed to have
that reasonable alimony, or a specific
, , . /
..
fn lieu of alimony be decreed to other known material to hamper flight portable, and you can carry it from ! never occurred to him in the question Maine-born associates on the bench had an attraction for him from his
by weight. W e could encircle the place to place. We can build
thou-; of the application of energy. His will hardly be justified in looking on ealiest years, and now he entered upon
bar.
V IO L A D U R O ST M IL L E R
whole globe without descending to the sands of horse-power, 10,000 if neces- j mind was fixed on the discovery of
him as an alien. But the incident his nautical career under a battle Dated
^ed at Mars Hill this 28th day of groun(j
\ye could carry great loads sary, by connecting wheels."
some new method. His idea finally
illustrates how thoroughly Maine de- scarred veteran, a distant relative, who
m H A 1918
The discoverer is very earnest. He dominated him, but he was without pends, perhaps has to depend, on its bore the same name as himself.
and sworn to before me this across the Atlantic and attack the enJtth day o f January, 1918.
emy.
frankly admits that his claims are open funds, had no knowledge of machinery f native? sons. Not only have Maine’s : With this navigator, who was alike a
S E T H L. SNO W ,
“ 3. The ‘Garabed’ can he placed on to ridicule because of a "prevailing and did not know the English language I congressional delegations of recent trader, soldier and sailor, Columbus
Justice of the Peace. land-ships,
battleships, or dread prejudice or conviction among a cerwent to woik in a machine shop ; y ear s been almost wholly of natives was unconsciously being trained for
(L. S.)
noughts. of whatever size is practic tain class that energy cannot be pro- jto a< quaint himselt with machinery, j ()f Maim1 hut the giants of earlier the geat work before him.
AROOSTOOK, aa.
able, and furnish motive power for dined without expense," but he says: .and then to Boston where he engaged
days Reed, Dingley, Frye, Milliken, i He is described at this period as a
8upreme Judicial Court
In vacation, Houlton, Jany. 29, 1918 them without fuel requirements.
“ I tell you there is no expense in the j in ,nuh‘ to furnish him with the mon  Burleigh. Boutelle the Morrills the tall, slender boy with light gray eyes.
In this action it is ordered by the
This marvelous and mysterious en economy of nature in the production cv that he neeeded. The Post-Dis- Washburns and so on -were natives abundant auburn hair and a complex••a rt that notice be given said Libe- ergy of Mr. Giragossian seems at least
of energy. 1 am not claiming that I patch says:
of the state that reaped the glory of ion as fine as that of a girl. Dress this
)M , by publishing the libel and this
to
have
animated
the
members
of
ConGiragossian's final discoverv of the their illustrious service. The excep- slim, agile figure in trunk hose, a short
will produce energy by magic, but I
artier of court three successive weeks
bi the Houlton Times a newspaper gress, for while he guards the seeret of w ili teu y()U that j havediscovered
a principle he was after flashed over tion was Blaine whom Man*' allowed doublet or pourpoint, with the sleeves
printed end published at Houlton In “Garabed” with great care and they natural force that we can utilizeand bintone morning
about three or four Pennsylvania to contribute to its hall slashed so as to show his white shirt

, “GARABED” THE WONDERFUL
Suprem e!
(JEW POWER DISCOVERY

LIBEL FOR DIVORCE

^ U a S m ^ b e ^ M e ^ s l x t y days
tbo nest term of this lo u rt In
County of Aroostook to be held
U6 Houlton, In sold county, on the
?*_***! J l . *
than anti there appear and de
tf be eeee fit
ft, the test publication to b'
• t leuet aAsty days before the next

of tfcls court in said

know only what he has chosen t0 tel1
them that it is a new principle of
force to be utilized in his engine his
absolute confidence has quite convinced them that he has probed some
secret of the air. The nearest approach
to an explanation of his discovery is
to be found In this transcript of his ex-

ArooMOOk to b * held *t H o S S S !7 to am,ntttlon by ,he Hou8e Committee on
aaiti county, on the third Tuesday of Patents:
April 1118; that be may then and
Mr. Nolan: Is it necessary to have
* l S b L U B o ’ c o Si M S h ! 8668 fit

your englne in order to generate the

Cblpf Justice of the Supreme Judicial *ree energy?

of fame.
toil o'clock,
Of Maine’s nearly forty Governors,
"It had been hovering about my
"I will not bring any argument to mind in a general way for two or three from King to Milliken, only two or
convince any man, hut I know as a days,” he declared. “ I was in the three have been horn outside the

! of fine needlew’ork, and the shoulders
well padded out; place a tall cloth cap
upon his head and a pair of broad-toed
shi es on his feet, and you will see

positive fact, after an experiment of habit of getting up at various hours of : state— New Hampshire being allowed
years, and after working for y e a r s , j the night to w’rite my thoughts, and 11° furnish Kent and the elder Plaisthat I can demonstrate it before any- |kept pen and paper on a table by my j ted. In the present legislature, as
body and convince any man of com-t bed. When I awoke that morning i t ! *n *ts predecessors, only a dozen or
mon sense. I can lay down my d r a w - [w as there plain. That had been work-j 80 °* the 182 members were born outings before scientists and can convince ing in my mind while 1 slept without j s^ e the state, and a good part of
them in fifteen or twenty minutes that my being conscious of it, just as every those are Canadian born and live in
body’s mind is working.”
Aroostook or in the manufacturing
I have accomplished this work.”
Giragossian’s success in winning
The inventor, or discoverer, then be cities. There is probably no other
Congress to a consideration of his gan a long task of perfecting his work state than can show such a record in
claims was the climax of a life of Thirteen years later, or a total of itR judges, congressmen. Governors

something of how Columbus looked
when he set out on his first voyage
j The life of a sailor was filled with
danger and hardships in those days,
The Mediterranean sea was the highway of Corstlrs and adventurers, as
well as of the maritime merchants.
| The feudal Italian states and repub'
lies were generally at war with each
other, and their squadrons were continually scouring the narrow main—

Mr. Giragossian:
‘.Yes, s ir .’
Mr N olan . “You can not attach any
appliance to a present-day airship en- tragedy. He was born in Armenia at seventeen years, he finally perfected iani* ^e&^8^atorR
about the time of the Civil W a r in his machine and saw it work as he I ^Iaine’s position
35 gine and have it work?”

A tfue copy of libel and order of court
Attest: Michael M. Clark, Clerk.

have energy as we like, without
or expense.

had planned.

4\

H
A V / A i1

He has been w orking to get special
protection from Congress over two
years. Resolutions to grant it to him
[have been introduced from time to
.time by Representative Church of
|California, Tague of Massachusetts
J others. “ Garabed" was regarded as a
jjoke and did not get serious consid
eration until leaders were impressed
with the claims made for it as a war: measim*.
I

The object of the resolution is to
provide for tie- demonstration of
“ Garabed'' and to secure Giragossian
in his rights if the invention is prac
ticable. n further gives tie* United
States tile right use the device with
out charge during tho war.

DAYLIGHT AND THE HOLE IN
THE ROOF

F.O.B. DETROIT

There is inflexible logic in the fixing of
that price for the Maxwell closed cars.
The purpose of the Maxwell builders was
to strike the MIDDLE LINE of absolute value.
racy.They have done so with scientific accu
The Maxwell closed cars have grace,
beauty, comfort, efficiency, durability, econ
omy and standard equipment.
But, if built to sell for less than $1195
one or the other of these would be lacking.
On the other hand, for a higher price you
could get only larger sizeor fancier furnishings
-n o t any greater VALUE or finer “class.”
. TJ»t is what we mean by “the Middle
Line.
Fwt-Paaengtt Sedan. $) 195, Suc-Prusengei Town Car, $1195; Touring
Car with Att-Wcather Top, $855; Touring Car, $745; Roadster, $745
Alt Prices F. O. B. Detroit
HOULTON MOTOR COMPANY
lA w lls

B u ild in g :

K e n d a ll S tre e t

to

map and other ships.
as well!
The expeditions of commerce resem-

* * ° f emplre’ ,nto the W est goes far bled fleets of war, and a merchant voy-

to explain the situation. Maine has
been “ a great state to go from," as
you will hear it said from Boston to
Honolulu. Since the last part of the
eighteenth century’, when the tide of
migration flowed so heavily into it
from Massachusetts, it has received
relatively few newcomers, except the
summer multitudes, from other states.
Its own stock with some help in the
past half-century from Canada and
Europe has kept it on the map and
even allowed it to increase slowly but
steadily in population. And the charac
t e r of that stock is well indicated by
the mimes suggested, a few of many,
in the earlier part of this artic le and
by tht1 places filled the land over by
the sons and daughters to whom Maine
is alwavs "hack home."

age meant running the gauntlet of in
numerable foes.
For several years Columbus was an
active participant in this wild and ad
venturous life. While yet a young man
he became captain of a small vessel.
In this ship, under the command of
his old captain, the veteran Colombo,
he fought both Tu:-ks and Venetians,
and at one time narrowly escaped with
his life
His vessel happened to take
fire and Columbus, f o r c e d to leave it,
had to swim two miles to shore, which
he reached in exhaust.

PORK IS PERMITTED IN
SATURDAY'S BAKED BEANS

That the use of a slice of pork in
preparing the good, old baked bean
supper for Saturday night is permit
ted under the regulations of the United
States Food Administration is the an
nouncement made by Federal
Food
In the beautiful old city of Genoa. Administrator, Dr. Leon S. Merrill.
Many inquiries have been made reItaly, there is standing a small wuoden house, antique and quaint, as it garding the use of pork in cooking
As everybody favors daylight saving
may well be. It stands in a retired beans as Saturday has been desigand nobody opposes it. why do not we
street, and the windows are high and nated as a porkless day and a day on
adopt it at once? That is a question
narrow, which makes the. rooms verv which the consumption of pork pro
that is often asked. Common sense
ducts is forbidden by the Food Admin
dismal.
dictates the immediate operation of a
On the front there is an inscription, istration.
plan that would save millions of dol
Breakfast has been designated as
in Latin, which says:
lars and tons of thousands of tons of
“ No house more worthy! Here, un the meatless meal each day and sup
coal, but we shall be fortunate if Con
der his father’s roof. Christopher Col per as the wheatless meal each day in
gress acts in season to put the plan in
umbus passed his boyhood and youth.” Maine by Federal Food Administrator
effect before next April. Large bodies
The house is at present owned by Dr. Leon S. Merrill. In both homes
move slowly even in time of war. Per
the municipal government, but during : and public eating places the Food Adhaps it would be w’ell to write to Col
the middle of the 15th century it be- [ministration in this state now urges a
onel House.
longed to an industrious and well-to- .'meatless breakfast and a wheatless
The way the coal trouble was
do wool carder— weaver, say some— ■supper each day of the week. In his
neglected last Autumn was suggestive
named Dominico Columbo.
[proclamation President Wilson called
of the Negro with a hole in the roof
Around him lived many others— wool upon every loyal American to take
of his house. He could not be expect- !
combers and weavers— for this quar- j fully to heart the suggestions which
ed to mend the hole while it w’as rain
ter was wholly occupied by workers are being circulated by the Food Ading, and when it was not raining the
of woolen cloth. His w ife’s name was ministration and begged that they be
roof did not leak.
i
Suvanna Fontanarossa. Their eldest followed.
son was the future discoverer of
" I 11 order to reduce the consumption
of beef, pork and sheep products,
America.
This resolution has already passed
the House and Senate and a test will
be made by five scientists approved
by the Secretary of the Interior.

$1195

.a source of annoyance or danger

on the
■the march of immigration,

FOR THROAT AHD LUNGS
A Calcium

compound that will brlviff re
lie f in many ncut.- and chronic cases.
Prov.’ d' a in h.mdi' J-t form, a basic, re m 
edy J-i-h’ y recommended bv srlenc,.. Con
tains no h ar m ful « n
T r y them today.

50 cents a box, including w
F o r aalc by nil d r m r y i^ -

fcekin u n

x., ti boratnr.v , I ’ lit ia cle li dn .'i

N O TIC E

ta x

BOYHOOD HOME

OF COLUMBUS

It is not probable that Columbus was Tuesday should be observed as a
born in this house, a neighboring vil- meatless day in each, week one meatlage claiming that honor; nor do we ^e8s mea^ should be observed in each
know the exact year of his birth, some hay; while in addition, Saturday in
historians placing it at 1435, while one each week should further be observed
sets it as late as 1447. But there is no as a hay upon which there should be
doubt that the little Christoforo lived no consumption of pork products,
with his father in this house, wrought while
Mondays
and
Wednesdays
at his father’s trade, studied his les- should be observed as wheatless days
sons and dreamed his first dreams of ©ach week, and one meal should be
ambition here in this very place, observed wheatless meal,’ said Presiamong the weavers and wool carders >d©nt Wilson.
of the great maritime city.
Now, Federal 1 ood
Administrator
Young Christoforo Colobos— or, as |Merrill has named the daily wheatwe like it better in its Anglicized form. , *es8 an<^ meatless meals.
Christopher
Columbus— had
two |
^as been announced by Adminisyounger brothers and one sister, and j txator Merrill that there is no prohilike all children of the middle classes bition in public eating places and
at that time, they had to work for a homes against the use of lamb or mut
ijvjrig
ton except on meatless days.
On
other
days
the
use
of
lamb
and
mutton
W e can imagine the boys sitting in
one of these gloomy rooms, or possibly *8 arK©d In preference to exportable

Speed on hand for sale.
These colts and horses are right
from the New York sale, bred right
and will be sold right.
Fit for fun or to race. Come in and
look them over.
Horses and colts trained. Get your
fast ones ready for the Ice.
Terms
reasonable,
satisfaction
guaranteed. Located at the “Radigan
Stable. ’
JO H N N. W IL L A R D
Houlton, Me.
24 Military St
In the sunshine before the door.carding meats.
Telephone 14-12.
50tf wool on one of those rude frames, such

"Honey"

B A L L A R D 'S
GOLDEN
O IL

Draws

th e

L ire

I've beamed when you hollered. "Oh,
Girlie!"
I ’ve hopped when you bellowed, “ Oh.

S p le n d id f o r C o u g h s

grippe, croup, bronchitis, sore throat, sore
lungs, neuralgia, lumbago, rheumatism,
stiff and sore muscles and joints, sprains, etc An old time fa m ily re
medy, made from pure gums and oils. In 25c and 50c bottles at drug
and general stores. Other standard home remedies:
Ballard’s Golden Headache Tablets 26c, Ballard's Golden Liver and Stom 
ach Pills 26c, Ballard’s Golden Salve 26c.
.
.
.
.

sa y !”
I’ve fallen for “ Dearie” and “ Missus.''
And everything else till today.
But there’s one thing that’s got to b('
different,
From now till the Great W a r i>
done—
Unless you’re prepared for a ri* t.
You’ve got to quit calling me "Hun! ’’
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SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT !

TIMES TOBACCO FUND

AT THE DREAM

i

j matte

star, who will be remembered-

Such postals as the following, show
Fritzi Brunette, one of the most •for her successes on the speaking
February Term, 1918, to be held at how much good 25 cents does when
popular
of the younger photodramatic |stage in “Within the L a w ” and “Kind
Caribou, February 5, 1918.
sent to the TIMES Tobacco Fund. actresses, will make her first appear ling.” will shortly star upon the
Hon. Warren C. Philbrook, Justice This was received
last week from ance in Paramount Pictures as lead- screen at the Dream on Friday, Feb.
Presiding.
money sent 2 months ago.
ling woman for Sessue Hayakawa in 15, in the Lasky-Paramount produc
Mrs. Eben Hopkins of Fort FairMichael M. Clark, Clerk
Hon. Albert A. Burleigh, left, Satur
My Dear Mrs.
|his latest production, “Jaguar’s Claws” tion of Basil King’s famous story
i
field.
was
in
town
Thursday
the
guest
W alter B. Clark, Deputy Clerk,
day on a business trip to Boston.
The enclosed card was in a most j it j tJw Dream, on Wednesday, Feb. “The Inner Shrine.” which was p re 
j The following persons were natura welcome package of tobacco. Believe
Buy Maine Tourmalines and other of relatives.
12. The adaption from William
M. pared for the screen by Beatrice C.
Osgood sells all the better makes of lized at the February term of the Sup me you will never know how much
Genuine Stones of Osgood. His is the
-McCoy s story was especially made DeMille and Leighton Osmun.
reme Judicial Court, 191S, at Caribou. your gift was appreciated.
Alarm Clocks and Snow Glasses.
largest stock.
French for Hayakawa by Beatrice C. De Mille
The Saturday shows at this theatre
Henry D. Smart has been appointed
Rev. T. P. Williams and wife re Wesley Benjamin Armstrong. Caribou tobacco is worse than a calamity, and and Leighton Osmun. The produc are selected with a view of giving the
Caribou it is impossible to beg. borrow, or
Probation officer for* Aroostook Coun turned last week from a visit to the 1Jos* ph Prescott,
tion w as made tor the Lasky Company j public a variety of short length sub
Aaron Schwartz,
Caribou steal American tobacco.
ty.
southern part of the state.
under tin* direction of Marshall Neil- jects of general appeal. For this week
|William James Bishop,
Caribou
Drink Maple Spring water and en
My very best wishes and many, an.
Ben Wilson and Neva Gerber appear
'George Sullivan.
Caribou many thanks.
joy good health. Send your orders to
Louise Glaum as a safebrush siren in “Adrift" 3rd chapter of the Univer
Joseph Charles McGrath.
Caribou
J. G. Donovan, Westfield, Me.
K. A. WOOD, Sergeant.
in her latest Triangle play. "Golden sal serial "The Mystery Ship.” Other
Fort Fairfield Previously acknowledged
Geo. M. Hougton, Gen’l Pass. Agent To the Republican Voters of Aroos- Joseph Louis Gabriel,
$92.25 j
Kat<
will be the feature Thurs subjects include a two-part Bison
took County.
Ernest William Loane,
Easton Ree'ik since last issue
of the B. & A., was In town Thursday
1.5b day, Feb. 14. She appears as the pro featurette "The Texas Sphinx" with
Gentlemen:
Mungo Robert Stewart. Fort Fairfield I From R. A. Melntire Ben M urphy.
on business.
prietress of the "Right-Light" saloon Harry Carey. A timely Topical reel,
In asking your support for a socond Ber ; and Arthur Loane. Fort Fairfield I l Montieello. i
W e ll look at that! Did you ever see
and
dance hall in a western mining and a Joker comedy with Gale Henry
Caribou j
such a claasy looking suit as that fe l nomination for Sheriff, 1 am simply Fremont Benjamin Bishop.
*
town. Tiie curious garments, such as complete the bill.
party,
carrying out the custom of out
Samuel Blanchard Bishop, Woodland 1
low had on? He bought it at C. B.
"The Desert of Torture" 12th epi
"the
devil
gown,"
"the
spider
dress"
giving Anders C.ustaf Aronson. New Sweden ,
Esters, and it is only a sample of his for more than two decades,
and “ the peacock robe," which have sode of the Vitagraph serial of thrills,
Sheriffs
a
second
nomination.
John Edward Olson.
Caribou
latest lines of suitings.
contributed to the fame of this "siren will b*-» seen at this theatre on M on
1 am not claiming the nomination, Charles Murray Fowler. Presque Isle
Miss Elizabeth O ’Brien has return
supreme," are temporarily displaced day, Fel). 18th. William Duncan and
ed from a short visit with her sister, on party usage alone, but for some Paul Joseph Thibodeau. Presque Isle
by the buckskin skirt and bead-trim Carol Holloway, th<- stars, perform
thine accomplished. I think we shall William Leslie Murray.
Blaine i
Mrs. John B. Claire, at Claire, X. B.
med accoutrements of a dance hall feats of daring that keep the specta
The Houlton Cash Market is show be able to prove in this campaign that
Other se
girl, who might be described as a " f e  tor on edge every minute
L. S. Black went to Caibou. Tiles i
ing a good assortment of all kinds of we have some claims for renomination,
I
lected comedy, dramatic and topical
male
Bill
Hart."
'day,
on
business.
meats, in addition to Fresh Fish and rather than custom, or only holding
Margaret Illington. the famous dra- subjects are also offered.
the jol).

ANNOUNCEMENT

General
Trucking

Oysters.
When we took up tin* duties of
Lawrence Burleigh, son of Mr. and
Mrs. H. R. Burleigh, who is at the Sheriff, a year ago. we planned to cut
revenue, F or Sale- -Seed Oat s Sweedi sh select
Aroostook Hospital is gradually im down expense, to increase

C L A S S I F I E D ADS

Phone

vVORST

19 6 W

WINTER

IN

24

WOMEN

YEARS

S now, wi nd and **\t<*m<- coin
causol
mo r e col ds this w i n t e r
t han in
years
F o l e y ' s H o n e y and ' Far p r o v e d its w o r t h
in t h o us a n d s o f homes.
Airs
Edward
S f r e v y . It. .'17. ( ' l i nt o n. <r. s a y s : " f t hi nk
F o l e y ' s H o n e y and T a r is the o nl y me d i eitie f or c o u g h s and
col ds and
r e e o mnied it l i i g h l v . "
Fi n e f or chi l dren
T H E H A T H F W A V I d t l ' G f t >.

WANT THE

BEST

W ' . m a n is nihiv f i nel y constructed than
man and she r e q u i r e s f ile best to be bad
in me d i c i n e s w Imn her system becomes
di s o r d e r e d .
F o g y' s Kidney Pills helped
c l e a ns e k i d n e y s and blood of impurities
that .-ause aria*.- atal pai ns in
muscles
and j oi nts, l>j*-ka<-li<\ r h e u m a t i c
pains
and puf f ness under

variety. A. G. Cottle.
and enforce laws. By the enforcement
proving.
Talk about good looking Shirts, one of law. devoting our whole time to the Girl W a n t e d For Gener al Ho u s e wo r k
Tel.
of Houlton’s good dressers was ask work connected with the office, wo • Applv to Airs. A. G. Millar.
59-13.
I desire to announce that I shall be
ed the other day where he bought his have cut down expense, and increased
THE 11AT 111:\V A Y i 'IH’G ('< ».
shirts. That’s e a s y -g o t them at C. revenue. By a systematic and persis To L e t — One F ur ni shed and T w o Un a landidate for Representative to the
B. Esters of course. The finest line tent enforcement of our liquor law.
furnished rooms. Inquire Airs. Omar legislature on the Republican ticket
of samples to select from ever seen. the first six months, we turned into
Dow 27 171m SI.
Hi at the June Brimary election, from
The scholars of the St n C.r;> •
the County treasury. $277 for alcohol
W a n t e d —- a Girl For Gener al
H o u s e  the District composed of the towns
a most successful social at th** Cent extraction, from liquor
seized and
work in a family of two. Apply lo of Dyer Brook, Oakfield. Moro. Mer
ral building on Friday night which shipped to Massachusetts.
Dr. A. G. Walker. Market Square.
rill. Smyrna. New Limerick, Ludlow
was largely attended.
By merging the duties of cook and W a n t e d — A Capabl e Girl" For Gener al |Hammond and Littleton. The support
The best dreessers in Houlton are turnkey there v. a a saving of $6ihi.
housework at Davidson.
Apply to ‘ of my friends will he •mm h appreeipurchasing their Shirts and Clothes to the County, over thi' previous year.
Yictor Gilpatick, Davidson. Me.
ated.
,
from C. B. Esters, who has the 'most
The food problem, which has been F or Sal e— at a Bargai n. One Jewel l j Oakfield. Maine. Jan. 2.), 19LS.
up to date lines in the County.
heat
regulator,
now
installed
a
n
d
(
2a
W
A
L
T
E
R
F.
MATHEWS,
Mrs. B. S. Green has returned home cussed and discussed in this County,
in good working order.
Apply at !
.
..
By
from a visit of several weeks with has been a problem at the jail.
the TIMES Office.
frugal and careful management, we
her people in New York City.
W a n t e d — A Yo un g L ady as
St enog hew often children suffer from worms
Osgood’s Hand Made Wedding Rings were able to keep1the price of board
rapher and bookkeeper, who can they would take care and guard against
a
narrow
margin
below
tin1
previous
are proving very popular. W e carry
demonstrate tin* piano. Hagerman's this common ailment of childhood.
notwithstanding the articles
them in stock and make them while year,
Piano Parlor, Frisbie Block.
Signs of worms are:
De
that went into the prison menu had
ranged stomach, swollen up
you wait.
Before you p urchase a F a r m or House,
per lip. sour stomach, o f 
Miss Marion Sincock has resumed increased in price from one third to , be sure to call on C. O. Grant, Real
fensive breath, hard and full
We l Estate Agency. Market Sq.. and ex
her position with F. A. Peabody In one half over the cost of 1916.
belly
with occasional griping.*,
amine his line list of desirable pro
surance Co., after an enforced al,. |found at the jail Jan. 1. 1917, thirtyand pains about the navel,,
perties.
48tf
one
prisoners
and
closed
the
year
with
,
sence.
pale face of leaden tint, eyes
The reduction of prisoners at Lost — F r i da y
’ If your supply of printed Butter nine.
Af t e r n oo n , on
Cou nt y i
leavy amd dull, twitching
Road between Moose Brook and the j
1 ( unF of the nose, Itching of the
paper is getting low, phone 210 or call the jail, has been a substantial sa v - j
j horseback, a grey fur robe. Finder rectum, short dry cough, grinding of the
and order a new* supply at the TIM ES ing to the County.
please leave at Green's Clothing Ge-th. little red points sticking out on
The revenue from the jail office in
tongue starting during sleep, slow fever
office. They furnish the paper and
Store I'nion Sq.
lfip
i ) ver 60 years ago Dr. True discoverj 1917, was $1,272 considerably in ex- 1
do the printing.
W
a
n
t
e
d
—
Girls
and
W
o
m
e
n
to
Enroll
<d
the formula of Dr. True’s Elixer, the
Any man in Houlton may visit Red j cess of previous years,
at
once
for
sewing
course,
instruc
family
Laxative and Worm Expeller.
Cross headquarters either Tuesday or j We have tried to handle the pris- ■
tion valuable and very n a enable t-iricc then people have been writing us
Friday afternoon to see the work that oners here by kindness, rather than1 in price.
20 Highland Ave.
Tel.
Jiko (hi*“-My little gfandBring it in or send postal and
For which 1 will pay cash.
is being done there.
247-1.
16 duughter had pinworms very badlv, and
! force, and they have responded to this
-------I will call
att.T taking part of a bottle of Dr. True’?
Would you like something odd or treatment, as well as the average man.
T o L e t — Large
f ur ni shed Room
on l-fiix-q- is very much better,
Airs. Geor special in a Ring. Osgood will make it No man went to the dungeon the past
bath-room floor with heat, electric gin Fhi l pot , Houston, Texas
T l i i s refor you. while you wait if you say so. [year, and the turnkey, who has been
lights, laige
eloset, also smaller niiMiy lias a w<>r)d-wid
re put a t i*.n as t h( ,
room, gentlemen preferred.
ITiees one safe and reliable
Wm. C. Clifford was confined to his [here six years, says, "Less men have
reasonable. 2<» Highland Ave. Tel. ;i ad s t o m a c h disord.q e i n e d y t o r w o r m s
home with a severe cold several days j left the grounds without
HOULTON
permission
tor bot h y o u n g
Coe.in Block
247-1.
16 and i'M. ,\t dealers'.
last week, and D. W . Grant was acting j! than any previous year."
4 f»*•.
tin,.,
alK l
$| On
-j/i ms l
W a n t e d — A f or e m a n to t ak e char ge
yard master at the B. & A. during his j
Write us.
j A year ago, we inherited here at the
of
our
repair
department.
A
stock1
absence.
IIj County seat, at least a dozen liquor
man. painter, and several au1omo-|
Patrons of the Houlton cash market
bile repair men
Extra good wage-'
i sellers, who had boon doing business
are requested to get their orders in
with
steady employment.
Ba h
a long time. Kitchen bar room gentle
Garage Company. Bath. Maine. 6tf '
early In the day in order to hasten j
men. and boot loggers owned autos
deliveries.
jand went well dressed. They had no For Sal e— 100 Acres good t i m b e r l a n d j
A. A. Hutchinson, propt.. of the
situated in Cary. Me., not been cut |
; visible means of support.
over for 12 years.
Must he sold j
Houlton Steam Laundry, left Friday,
| We took some of these men to board
quick, also 1 span good heavy team!
for Portland to attend the annual con
horses.
For particulars sec W. E.
some we prosecuted, by fines and some
vention of th% Maine Laundryrnens’
Eanjoy. t*■! . Sb2- 22.
1 6p j
“ folded their tents like the Arabs, and
Association.
silently stole away." We have a few $1.00 wi l l be given to each of several '
Have Osgood make your Pendant, 1
school hoys who will deliver copies
left.
Scarf Pin or other article just to s u it ;
of the Curtis publications to cus
Places resorted to for lewdness,
your own ideas.
j
tomers. Only school boys (lean
gentlemanly and ambitious need
The English division of the Soph- j have received our attention, and at
apply. The $1.00 is in addition to
more class of R. C. I., accompanied j this time, two men and two women,
liberal cash profits and many other
by Miss Webb, visited the TIM E S o f are in our custody for trial, for this
advantages. Apply to Leighton &
offense.
fice Friday, to witness the making a j
Feelev, Houlton. Maine.
25
newspaper from the mechanical side. ' We have not accomplished in tin
CARD OF THANKS
All those having empty water bot- past year, everything we would like
We desire to express our apprecia
ties from Maple Spring should b e jto have done, but think the past year’s
tion to the friends and neighbors for
sent to J. G. Donovan, Mars Hill and 1experience will be worth something
the many kindly acts of sympathy ex
those desiring water should order of to us and to the County, in this year tended to us during the illness and
upon which we have entered.
death of our wife, and mother, also
Mr. Donovan, Westfield.
Ray Astle, a student at U. of M., * Our policy was. is now, and shall for the beautiful flowers sent in.
Mr. .Michael Langhan.
who has been spending a few days in be, to enforce law.
Aliss Anna Langhan.
town taking his physical examination j
C H A R LE S E. DUNN.
Houlton, Feb. 5. 1918.
before
the draft
board examining 1
physicians, returned Saturday to re- ,
same his studies.
The regular meeting of the Woman's ‘ I
Alliance, of the Unitarian Church, will |
be held with Mrs. W . C. Donnell. Feb. J
13th at 2.30 P. M. A full attendance l
_
_ ___ _ hnmmmmmmwmmmmmmmmmmi
|
| J ^ |J |
V/ O “
Having just returned from New York and Boston, where 1
is requested.
1(
Paste these dates in your hat: Houl- J
Thor* nil'll training in Orthopedic Sti’ gei y,
Massage a n d
bought my full line of Spring and S u m m er C o ats and Suits and
ton Fair, Aug. 27, 28, 29 and 30.
F. F. Harrison local manager of the
gymnastics.
Standard Curriculum.
A nidation with a metro
other w earing apparel of all kinds. 1 wish to an n o u n ce that these
E. E. Wentworth Corp.. went to Ban
politan hospital, aSMtres an augmented general training.
gor Friday to attend the Auto Show
goods will be ready for yo ur inspection and approval about the
being held by his concern in connec
F( r information apply Supei intendent <>! home
tion with the Food Fair.
Toth of this month. We have a very large assortm ent o f
A ll orders for Friday s delivery at
the Houlton Cash market should be
ga rm en ts and will continue to give the sam e good values as we
ordered on Thursday to insure prompt
delivery.
have done in the past.
Christian Science services held each
• PO R T LA N D , M A IN E
a.
Sunday at 11.30, Sincock Hall,
Feb.
17th, Subject: “Soul.”
On the 1st
Wednesday evening of each month at
7.30 a Testimonial meeting is held.
All are welcome.
The Merchants’ Association
will
have charge of the Grand 4th of July
celebration in Houlton, and everyone
should plan to attend.
An alarm from box 45 Wedesday
afternoon, called the firemen to A. E.
N o. 143 i y i acres, i no acres cleat e l . s<> :;.er> wood!''! and
Astles’ house, Court St., for a slight
timber.
House, two barns, machine: v.
Four miles from
blaze which was easily pue under con
market.
$7,500
trol with little if any damage to the
house.
NO. 171 i bo acres. So actcs cleared and splendid potato
Doq’t let that old carcass of furni
land, the rest has heavy ginwth of haul w o o d .-md timber.
ture suffer any longer with broken
Stock, machinery, hav, oat*-, -mo barrels p o t a t o e s .
(Lie mile
back, dislocated joints, ami defaced
from
market,
four
miles
srom
Houlton.
$1,500
surfaces, made good by the Furniture
Surgeon. William Mellrov,
No.
12
N CU 1-53 2on acn. f t ; i , splendid buildings s i x miles from
Kelleran St.
H
n
$ 2 2 ,0 0 0
T H E DIOSCURI of literary New
These and many more <d Aroostooks b e s t (arms
England are the Wednesday and Sat
urday editions of the Boston Evening
Transcript. Of interest to those who
wish to know what the deepest think
ers of our day are thinking and of
Hamilton-Burnham Block..- l ’ lnme ioo \Y
what the ablest writers are writing.
Agents for the Famous Zell wood
They are of peculiar interest to the
Florida Farm*;
Reader, the Student, the Bookworm—
W A R S T A M P S —“ I t ’s a fin e h a b i t ”
to those men who love knowledge—
rather than augment it.

ANNOUNCEMENT

R a w F u rs B o u gh t
— At N e w York Prices —

f

Houlton Hide &
Wool Co.

IF MOTHERS ONLY KNEW

I

....

!

H O U l.T O N , M A IN E

j

Bring Furs Saturday

,. . ___ i

Second-Hand Furniture and Men’s
Clothing

IE

IE

J

D

Just

a Few

M o r e

Coats, Suits, Dresses
and Furs
To Close Out Below Cost

W e s t ill h a v e o n h a n d a f e w m o r e o f th e a b o v e g a r m e n t s
w h ic h w e a r e w i l l i n g to c lo s e o u t to y o u a t p r ic e s b e l o w
c o st. It y o u w a n t a g o o d t r a d e o n a g a r m e n t t h a t w ill d o
y o u ju s t as w e l l a s a g a r m e n t t w o o r t h r e e t im e s th e p r ic e ,
c o m e in a n d lo o k o u r s o v e r ...................................................

j

Children’s Hospital Training School

= = = = = for Nurses

CHILDREN’S

HOSPITAL

FARM S

Jackins & Jackins

E V E R Y T H IN G

IN LADIES WEAR

D
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W. C. T. U.
A very interesting meeting of the
W. C. T. U. was held on Thursday.
Feb. 7th, at the home of Mrs. ('. P.
Barnes.
The next regular meeting occurs on
Mrs. Juiia Reynolds and Mrs. M. D.
Hon. F. A. Peabody went to Port- Thursday, Feb. 21st, at the home of
Pntnam, returned Friday, from a trip land, Monday, to attend a meeting of Mrs. Hattie Dunn, at which time the
to New York and other places.
fhe State Highway Commission.
program will be: "Soldiers and Sail
Coy Hagennan of this town, is now
Today is Ash Wednesday the first ors."

O F L O C A L IN T E R E S T

PRAISE FOR SALVATION
ANOTHER HOULTON BOY £ 1^ C. M. Wake in, Times Bldg., wishes
ARMY WAR WORK ! TERS UNCLE SAM'S SERVICE L T o T o 'r ..a ll" s2'. c l.lT Z

A very strong endorsement of the
Frank McPartland, junior member Dresses she will sell everything at
war work of the Salvation Army of the James McPartland & Son con- positively cost price, and positively
comes right from the front:
eern, has received his call to enter f ° r cash, only, on Friday and Satur“ As inspector general of the first the service of the United States and day, Feb. 15th and 16th, this week,
division I have inspected all the Sal- left Friday evening for Boston where Nothing sold at cost before these
ration Army huts in this division area he will lie located at the Charlestown dates,
and I am glad to inform you. that your Navy Yard, and has been assigned to
j work here is a well earned
success, the steam-fitters department.
located in Bridgeport, Ct., where he day of Lent, which is being celebrap
o
u
r
huts
art
1
warm,
dry,
light
and I a largo number of his fellow Elks
has a position in a munition factory,
ted at St. Mary s Catholic Ghuch.
Jbeleive much appreciated by all the were at the station to make their
On Saturday President Todd, of Um
A son arrived at the home of Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Beales, of Blaine
J. W. Huntley, who has been at men in this division. To make these adieus, and as he mitered the train Bangor & Aroostook railroad an
and Mrs. Leonard A. Pierce on Sun- spent the week end at the home of
Clark s Hotel employed by J. F. Ger- hut-i at all homelike under present he was presented with a package con- bounced the winners of the prizes he
day evening. Both mother and son ! their daughter, Mrs. J. C. Moir, Linrity of Bangor as scaler and to look conditions requires energy and ability, taming a supply of smoking materials <!flerPtl t(?r *he ,ar* e8t yif !? of wheat
. are doing well.
Icoln St.
‘
’ pm* acre m Aroostook and Piscataauis
after his pulp operations, disappear 1 know that the Salvation Army men cigarettes, cigars, and tobacco, as a counties during 1917.
'
B. H. Brown, Frank Rhoda, Win
Married at the parsonage of the
ed on Feb. 1, and no trace of him has in this division have it and am very token of the esteem in which he is
Dennie A. Daigle of Fort Kent, re
Robinson and Howard F. Lunt, of th e ; First Baptist church Friday, Feb S,
willing to so testify.
eeived the first prize for Aroostook
held by his associates.
Buffalo Fertilizer, went to Bangor on by Rev. Henry C. Speed, H. M. Clark ; been found
county, and John C. Shorey of Presque
Conrad S. Babcock.
and Adeline Clark, both of Masardis. [ Inquiries have been made on the
business Monday.
Isle, the second. Mr. Daigle received
Rev. H. C. Speed went to Westfield. Strains going out of Houlton hut no in- Lieut. Colonel Inspector General. First
$200 and Mr. Shorey. $200.
ntes Virginia Donnell, returned,
Division.
Me.. Monday, to attend a Quarterly i formation can be gained as to his
The committee making the awards
Monday, from Davidson, accompanied
in Aroostook county, was made up of
The dates for the great drive for
by Mrs. Victor Qilpatrick, who will re meeting and spoke Tuesday before the [whereabouts.
MRS. S U S A N R U S S E L L
H C. Ketchum, chairman,
Presque"
organization.
( Ih ‘ is a ,nan ° r K<,0<1 habits, and the funds for the Salvation Army war
main far a few days.
The funeral of Mrs. Susan Russell Isle; C. A. Powers, Fort Fairfield; Ora
work
are
Fid).
12
to
22
and
the
work
Carl C. Gray of the H. J. Hatheway j
large sums of money in his lmsi
Gilpatiek, Houlton; Guy (*.
Porter,
Bert Cameron came over fro m )
de is started in Hiyiltou in all earnest. was held from the home of her son, Houlton. and A. (). Nutter, Mars Hill.
_
has
volunteered
for
war
:
m'ss
which
have
been
found
on
Woodstock, Saturday night, to spend Drug Co.
It is intimated that Houlton will once Fred, on Charley St.. Sunday after
Sunday in the Old home towm'rr e t u r n - 1duty as a recruiting agent for the new j Fosit at the bank
more go over the top the quota for noon.
He has a wife in Oakfield, and
ing Monday to his work.
|Merchant Marine.
Airs. Russell's death occurred in
El ks 1227— Du x 1205
this town being $500. The fund the
The sum of *40 was realized at the I Henry Johnson, Longfellow prol’es- son at R. C. 1.. both of whom are
In the final gam*1 of the first leg of
Salvation Army is asking for is solely Bangor on Friday last, at the home of
much
non-plussed
as
Mr.
Gerrity
is.
Vesper
service
at the
Unitarian •s°r of modern languages and director
\ be A 1ward with ,h'‘ inter-club bowling series on Monher daughter, Mr
for the purpose of furthering their ...j,.....
.
.
,
,
\
; flay night rolled off on the Dux alleys
Church on Sunday afternoon, for the
H10 Museum of ? ine Arts at Howwar work.
It is not an appeal for whom Mie mad.' her home, her age ;au „ v,,n i)rak<1 Ivsulted, giving to each
benefit of the local Red Cross.
. doin college, died Thursday, Feb. 7.
was s t M ars
j club two points for the evening, the
On February 4th. the Junior Red money for the Salvation Army at large
Harold Cates arrived home Satur,)OX o1 knitted stockings, eigaretShe is survived by six sons*and two ; total score standing Flks 7 points,
or
locally,
but
for
the
work
among
day from a trip to the W illard Stor- *es and tobacco was sent to Col. Hume Cross Society was organized at the
Dux 5 points.
Uncle Sam's boys. The money itself daughters, thr
age Battery Co’s factory where he of Die 10 r,nl regiment "somewhere in |hoim of .Marguerite Dunphy. There
r," i... , , ,
,, , ai
, ,,
. i The Flks bowlers proceeded to anIon.
Kfluaril
(
.
I-,..,I
M.
and
t
o
o
A.
!
lh„ ,irs, st r i nK w l t h :!2 pllls on
will not even be handled by Salvation
eight girlspresent
present aas tollows.
spent
several
weeks
familiarizing France, tor the boys of Co. L. con-j were
wereeight
----------Ithe
easy
side of the sheet but could
Alary
Hlizabeth Peabody.
Peabody Margaret Army officials, but by outside treasur
himself with the work,
tributed by a number of ladies in ; Mary
Elizabeth
get none of the others although the
H E N RY REED
ers
and
committees.
Hamilton, .Marguerite Dunphy. Kath
Mr. and Mrs. M. L. Stantial, W ash- town
last string was closely contested all
Henry Reed a veteran of the Civil the way through, the result being in
erine Chamberlain. Isabel
Pearson.
burn St., left on Monday's train for
iV,r. John Montgomery who travel
w:>d ;i life-long resident of this doubt until the last hall had been sent
ois Haskell. Doro
Belfast, Me., called there by the death for Die J. W Ferkim Co., of Boston. . \ irginia Dmtlev
on [down the alley and a tally showed the
town
died
at his hoarding plac*
of Mrs. Stantial’s mother, Mrs. Win. <>m‘ of the victims of the wreck which (by Alexander.
Houlton Lodge of Flks gave a most
Dux had captured the string by 7 pins
Aionday, at the age of 84 years.
The
following
officers
were
elected:
uceessful hall on Thursday evening
Vaughn which occurred Sunday.
occurred on the B. A A..
Iuesday
Nearly all of the players were vetAir.
Reed
was
a
native
of
this
town
President
Alary Hlizabeth Peabody of last week, at their home on Alain
rans of many hard fought battles but
Rocabema Lodge No. 78. I. O. O. F.. night. Feb. 5th. was brought to Houl
and was well and favorably known the breaks that occurred were seandalMargaret Hamilton street.
is making preparations
for the an- ton Wednesday tor treatment in the Vice President
thoughout this section.
j ous, only two men on the teams get
Secretary
Alarguerite Dunphy
There was a large attendance and
nual roll-call which occurs Thursday Madigan Hospital,
He is survived by two brother- ' (in* an avera^ S(‘ore'
Treasurer
Katherine
Chamberlain
evening, Feb. 14, all Odd Fellows are
The house known as the Anderson
those who partieipated in the* festivi
! Smith, for the visitors, seemed to
The meeting was adjourned to meet ties were loud in their praises of the Geo. \V. and Hiram.
hold his own pretty well with 90 to
expected to be on hand.
house on Leonard St., was slightly
Funeral services were held Wednes- j his credit on two occasions, while
H. P. Gardner, Of Patten, has been damaged Thursday morning by fire, with .Margaret Hamilton, February 9. hospitality of the Houlton Lodge of
dav under the direction of the G. a . |Kull^rton, for the home team, pulled
appointed Secretary of the state Pub- the roof having caught from an over 1918.
Flks.
i do,Yn } 04uin his ,ast string by his e x '
lie Safety Committee at Augusta, tak- heated flue.
The firemen responded
Never has the beautiful hall of R.. with burial in Evergreen Cemeterv.
* j eellent shooting.
----------I The second stanza of the series will
the lodge been more tastefully and
ing the place of John E. Bunker, who ( ° a
( ro,n l)OX 4° and soon had the
D E N N IS CYR
begin next Monday at the Elks home
is a member of the state Public U t ili-. hlaze under control.
artistically decorated. The predomina
<■ nc in.-,.,? u'hi‘‘h promises to lie interesting from
Tin'
death
of
Dennis
Reports
from
State
and
local
direc
ting colors were the national colors.
ties Com.
(
‘
start to finish as the makeup of the
tors of the Smileage campaign received
while American flags and the flags of at a,s h°me on Smyrna St..last T u e s -, fcams will be entirely changed,
Mrs. Horace Hughes left Friday for
in Washington indicate that more of
Manufacturers of and dealers in our allies were eonspicuouslv display- dav- aft,‘r a short illness, being strick- j At the close of the game a fine
Boston accompanied by her son Ralph,
these coupon books will be sold than commercial feeds for livestock, cattle ed about the ball room. Red. white ™ by apoplexy from which he did not .‘‘howder was served in the dining room
who on Monday was graduated from
,
which was enjoved bv all.
have been printed. The fuel order de and hogs must secure licenses under and blue lamps in the electroliers also
j Summary of games*
Harvard, as an Eneign In the U. S.
. . . .
but the the Food Administration by February j tended to bring out the color scheme. 1 M'\ ( yr s age was ,4 years, and he ,
415-290—422 1227
Navy. Mrs. Hughes will visit friends
books are being rushed through and 15. This covers baled hay, shelled and Southern smilax was also used about had been a resident ot Houlton tor i Dux
283— 292- 429 1205
In Massachusetts
before
returning
all purchasers who have not received ear corn and many other commodities tilt1 orchestra booth and throughout nearly 4;> years.
:
home.
books will be supplied shortly. Smil intended for use as feeds or as ingred- the hall. The decorations were under 1 For a long time Air. Cyr has been
^
Joe Bernstein arrived home from eage books contain coupons good for
ients in mixed feeds. The only ex-j the supervision of Charles C. Newell, employed by the Portage Lake Mill 1v isited Vhe^TIAIE^°offic^Rji^a ^rac ^ 8
his semi-annual buying trip to New admission to the entertainments held
ceptions are for millers manufaetur- Bryson’s orchestra gave a very pleas- Co., as care taker of their depot |(>aj jesson jn' newspaper printing,
York where he purchased his spring in Liberty theatres and tents at the
ing bran and dealers in coarse grains. >ing concert with solos by J. J. Mar ‘‘amps and had just completed his sea-j Editor Fogg and his staff were most
line of garments etc. He was accom camps and cantonments.
who have already been placed under iriott and J. J. Finn, followed by a long son s 'VOI'k and had conn' home for a hospitable and gave very helpful inpanied by his wife who has been mak
Food Administration licenses.
! list of dances and the music was one short
visit with his family when formation on the machines of the oifice. The Linotype and its operation
ing an extended visit with relatives in
Applications for license should be of the -pleasant features of the even- stricken.
was especiallv interesting to the visitN ew York.
He is survived by a widow and 1U ors
addressed to tilt1 license division, Food j in. The committee in charge of the
Messrs. D. W . Gilman, Easton, Me.,
; Hnthusiasm runs high at R. C. I. in
Administration.
Washington. I). ('.[d a n c e were J. Harold .Marriott. Percy children, 7 hoys and 2 daughters.
Phinehas Putnam Barnes, oldest son
L. E. Tuttle, Caribou, Me., E. T. McFuneral services were held Thurs- (
interests ot the Patriotic League.
specifying
the
nature
of
the
business
j
l
.
AIcGary,
('barb's
('.
Newell.
Allred
of Hon. Charles P. Barnes of this town
This is not a separate organization
Glauflln, Presque Isle, and J. Frank completed the required tests, at Poi t- to be licensed.
day A. AL. from St. AlaryA
Church. but finishes the patriotic and service
[ G. Cottle and Dr. James F. Palmer.
Gulou, of Presque Isle, Me., were in land on Tuesday, Feb. 5 . and enlisted
! At 11 o'clock the customary exer Rev. Fr. Silke officiating.
part of the R. C. I. Y. W. C. A. pro
town, Monday, to attend a directors’ in the Aviation Section Signal Enlist gram suggested by the Junior War
cises for the departed brothers were
meeting of the Aroostook Countv Pat- e<i Reserve Corp of the National Army.
Work Council of the National Board
in. r>n
He is a member of the Junior Class
Houlton. Ale.. Feb. 2nd. 1918. : held. At this service, which was fo l
of the Young Women’s Christian
rons sire ins. co.
at Colby college and
w ill continue
lowed by a solo by I). I). G. F. R.
Assn.. The companies are proving
(Editor i loult on Times.
tmmmmmmm—mm— m— mm— mmmim— m—m—
im his College WOI'k* Until called to tile
very capablo in the organization and
Joseph .! .Marriott, the Star Spangled
Dear
Sir:
gound training camp of the Aviation
work. Company A. which knit several
[Banner was sung and during the
School.
As representing the Aroostook AntiOn
Tuesdav
afternoon
of
last
week
‘
SW(,aters
tor tin' local Red ( ross ChapTuberculosis Association 1 desire to 'singing a service flag with 10 stars
Ih, annual ,m., tinK at tl,.- Hnultnn
is
8
f<’ r '>1.; sum,- p«.'one
for
each
member
of
the
order
now
i pose. ( ompany B under ( apt. Lonacknowledge the
valuable
service
Alerchants Association took
place at (jon js ongaged in making layettes for
1in l he war was unfurled.
The Fredericton Gleaner of recent rendered by you, in devoting in your
Tile
mice flag contained star- for Assembly Hall. Water St., when tin1 foreign relief which will be sent from
date has the following notice which j issue of last week, double column
usual routine business was
taken up *be Nvw A ork office of the National
tin'
following
in the C. S Service:
will be of interest to Houlton friends: space on front page to the report of
iM
skl.,
otb«T
spn.
ial
mall.T
„ f inter- : ,Y
'
,A l 8 r i f l w i l J
Dr. H. B. F. Jervis, Arthur Feeley.
i be conducted under ( ompames C and
J. I-I. Lindsay, of Houlton, Mo., is the Red Gross Christmas Sale as sub
est
to
every
business
man
connected
7
)
which
ae
also
collecting gloves, magRoland
F.
Clark.
Louis
Freedman
Bur
the guest of Prof. Wm. Smith, for a mitted by Airs. Lalia
F. Graves of
with the growth and prosperity of this azines and jewelry.
few days.
leigh
Hindi,
Dr.
Cassidy,
F.
S.
Pow
Presque
Isle in whoso oompotont
j Pledge card of the League contain
Mr. Lindsday, who has the misfor
ers. Paul H. Powers, Frank Ale Part- thriving town.
hands
the
work was placed.
a three-fold promise of patriotism,
tune of being blind, is one of the most
The
following
officers
were
elected
land. Harold .Marriott.
Dr. Clayton.
sevico and moral effort. The buttons
noted musicians of New England. His
It will be noted that the sales total
for the ensuing year:
[are white with the blue squae convery soul speaks from the tips of his $1215.10 as against $700.29 for last Guy Carroll. F. \Y. Gibbons. Dr. Flynt.
R. A. Palmer Jr..
Pres. ■taininig the words: "Patriotic Leafingers when they touch the pipe or
AL
\V.
Gallagher.
J.
AI.
Young.
year, All's. Frank Tribou alone secur
If you are interested in the
V. Pres. ! sue.” In its combination of patriotic
Harry Hallett
gan or the piano.
c;. . . [service and benefit to the Y. W. C. A.
matter of uniforms. Benoit's
In the State of Maine he is pro ing $281.62 for Presque Isle.
G. R. Hrvin
j the Patriotic League is filling a place
nounced
a
musical
genius
of
the
high
Assuredly,
such
efficient
work
calls
is the place where you can
(J. AL Smith
Treas. at r u . i . that no other organization
est calibre.
for due appreciation on the part of all
get satisfaction.
Two new auxiliaries have been or
Executive Com.: T. V. Holdaway, •'could hold.
•
those interested in this great effort ganized within the past week, viz:
L.
S. Purington. L. \Y
For years we have special
to combat the tuberculosis menace
Macwahoc and Haynesville. These Leighton, W. A. AIcGary.
ised' in uniforms, liveries, etc.,
A private hearing on the accident and the service you have
rendered will add greatly to the Southern
The Basket ball team won its fifth
The following committee on enter consecutive victorv last Friday evenuntil we have today become
at Caribou, last Tuesday, was held in not only enheartens those having the Aroostook Chapter and cover
terri
known as the uniform house
, tainment was made by the Pres., W. •ing, playihg against the Island Falls
Houlton Friday.
work in direct charge but as well tory heretofore without Red Cross.
F. Buzzell. A. O. Putnam. A. K. S tet-;H igh School team. The local boys
of Maine.
Percy R. Todd, president, General paves the way for even greater efforts
Patchwork quilts such as "Mother
son, Harrv Hallett. L. S. Purington ! were never in better trim apparently
Mgr. Stewart and attorney H. J. Hart, another year
. „
. , .
.
..
and were threatened at no time by the
used to make" are arriving daily at the
*
Tell us the particular line
of the R. R. Co., were present, also P.
It is a matter of congratulation that Red Cross rooms on Water street, and and E. B. Leighton, who were author- j opponents. Close guarding on the
in which you are interested.
•J. McArtle and Mr. Rice of the I. ('. deducting the percentage due the State these quilts are worth seeing, during ized to co-operate with the Houlton |part of Houlton together with fast pasSend us on a sample uniform,
Agricultural
Society
in
providing j sing made the victory a decisive one.
C., were present, the hearing being Association, we have
available the the past week 11 have been received
or complete description, state
amusement during the celebration of 1
scolw was 59 to 11.
The
conducted by Supt. J. B. McMann, and neat sum of$ 1082.25 for the prosecut aikl many oth.-r» an- w,-ll on I ho road Julv 4(h an(,
annua| Fai an<J thev I Hne-up follows:
quantity required, etc. and we
20 employees of the road, who were ing of our most
important
County to ,on-.pl,'Hon. Island Fall has s o n t ------Island Falls H. S.
............ u ,
S
will furnish estimate; yes,
were further authorized to provide a ( Wilson t
FHnn 2
in the wreck, were examined.
work.
word they would have 17 quilts to send
; If necessary, we will send an
White 3 (1)
street entertainment to be given in i Harrigan 11 (It
The
Public
Utilities
Com.
held
their
Very
truly
yours,
in the course of a few days. Churches Market Sq.. on Julv 4
experienced man to talk the
Carstensen
|Smith
hearing in Bangor, Feb. 12.
E. L. CLEVELAND.
1Burns
St. John
and secret societies have taken the
matter over, take exact mea
The Association voted to co-operate O’Donnell 6
Penningal
President Anti-Tuberculosis Associa- matter up also as well as the schools
surements, and be of any serBrooks
with the Houlton Motor Car Dealers’ Rogers 4
t ion
and it is expected many quilts will be
There May Be
, vice he can.
Paul
Asso. in their annual Auto Show to be Ervin
on their way over seas within the next
McIntyre 1
Bread Cards and
Me
Referee, Dr. Swett;
Scorer,
few weeks. The Free Baptist church held in .March and to hold a IYollar
Meat Cards, But
Alessrs. j Laughlin; Timer, Berry.
Congr egat i onal Chur ch
handed m 2 Thursday, and Littleton
*
A. K Stetson ami C. G. Lunt were ap- \ At the same time the Houlton H. S.
You *11 Never
.Morning worship with sermon at Auxiliary sent in a beauty Saturday
team ,won from .the
.
...
.
.
,,
pointed
as a committee on advertis-j Girls'
. ,
„ _ Island
„ _ Falls
^ .,
Need a Card
10 . 20 .
The allotment tor Southern Aioostook
j girls with the score of la to 5. Both
Chapter is 200. everybody should get ing lor ,hat
.teams worked hard, but the quick and
To Get a
Patriotic vesper service at 1 oVlm
The matter of dosing the stores clever shooting of the Houlton girls
A cordial welcome awaits all who I busy. Write your name ami address
B. F. A. Cigar—
P O R T L A N D , M A IN E
ninfis during I he year was arrang-!
,h,e .J '’ ™ " , . Mf‘j
attend this church, and a special invi- j on each block or a verse if possible,
‘
coaching both Houlton teams now and
Just a Nickel
; It will tfivr th*1 <*onvhW*set*nt soldior
tollow the ( losing custom ot tne deserves much credit for their showtation to assist in its work.
And What a Bargain!
veiling i something to do in his lonesome past year, and on Saturday evenings ing. The girls who played are:
In order to save fuel tin
Houlton
Island Falls
to dose not later than 11 P. AL
service will he held at 4 o'clock every ' hours
L
Murray 1 CD
Campbell
Sunday.
Comfort pillows are well named
Stores will close .Memorial day all L. AIcLoon 2 (2)
Townsend (2)
Sometimes it takes as many as 2n of day. 'Thanksgiving day all day.
C. .Murray 2
Flinn 1
Clark
Fi r st Bapt i st Church, Court St r e et
these to make a wounded man com
Stores to remain open the (‘veiling H. Porter
Bliss
Rev. Henry C. Speed, Pastor.
|fort able. Clippings are used and only of July 2rd. and every evening from AI. Taber
AI. Astle
Rafford
10.2b a. m. Worship with sermon.
j white with white coverings.
'The Dee. 16 to 24 (the week before Christ AI. Kerr
for ( dyes are so poor they are liable to mas. 1 Also to open evenings during
12.00 Bible School with dasy
Referee. Air. Davis; Umpire.
Dr.
Swett: Scorer. McLaughlin;
Tinier,
men and women.
ifade and cause trouble; he careful Fair week.
Berry.
LOO p. m.
lion. Charles P. Barnes about your dippings for the fillings
S H O W I N G
D A I I. V A T
2— 3 . 3 o A N 1)
On the motion of one of the memPatrons of the High School Enter-S • o P
will speak on food conservation, j for these bags. Our hoys lives are bers the ’natter of closing
dav each tainment Course remember with parPrayer meeting on 'Tuesday evening j peeious so a little thought and ( are Wednesdav during Julv and August ti<ular Ploasure th.‘ last number, the
S E S S U E H A Y A K A W A in
W rdnksoay
‘
, . feature ot which was the playing ot
________
[means much at times.
was discussed andthe motion being ( <iawfor(i Adams, the violinist. These
F K B
“THE JAGUAR’S CLAWS’’
The following letter lut- be en
re
Me t h o d i st Episcopal Chur ch
l>nt to a
vote was favorably decided, will not want to miss the next enterreived by Airs. Cota AL Putnam. See providedthose not
'Thomas Whiteside, Minister.
A Tale of the Mexican Border
present at the tainment. which occurs on Monday
.Morning service at PCPi nt>xt Sun of tin* So. Aroos. Chapter.
« r m l * . . 11 was vol.'ll yvoning M.n-h 4. This is the Musical
(Arts Quartette, a group of men who
Secretary,
day.
L O U I 8 E G L A U M in
T hursday
to c o n f i n e the advertising ot the Assn L,re well-known in certain parts of the
The Sunday School will follow and American Red Cross.
exclusively to the local papers, local country as vocal artists. Tickets will
F K IF
“GOLDEN RULE KATE”
•J has oganized Bible Classes for men Southern Aroostook Chapter.
s c ho o l papers.
Agricultural
S o c ie t y 'soon be in the hands of the students.
A Western Picture with a Punch if and women.
Houlton. .Maine.
i
m ,
,,
i
,1 c, . \
occur next
programs and .Motor Cur dealers Assn. i Mid-vear
, ;, . examinations
... ..
*1,,,
week. Feb. 19 21. On account of the
'The Junior League will
meet
at Aly Dear .Madam:
programs, and provided further that i clf.lay in the opening of school last
We wish to thank you for your ship
M A R G A R E T I L L I N G T O N in
2.0b P. AL and the Fpworth League at
F r id a y
no advertising should be done in [ fall, these examinations are somewhat
metit Case 41 . eontainina
hospital
i 6.15.
other
County school papers or show later than usual.
F K B
“THE INNER SHRINE”
According to instructions received
! 'The praise and preaching s e r v i c e supplies and Knit articles. This has
'from the I’rovost .Marshall General
From the Story of Basil King
at 7.bo will he under the auspices of been inspected, and the Inspector ptograms.
'Tim meeting as a whole was one of (he High School teachers have otter
the .Junior and Fpworth League. 'The says the ease is splendid in every wa\
best e \ m■ hi ■Id by th»‘ Association ed their services to the local exemp
BEN W I L S O N & N E V A G E R B E R in 3rd c h a p t e r of
Saturday
pastor will install Hie F. L. Officers 'The work is well done, and par tl n " '
tio n hoard to aid in classifying the
and show i ■d conclmd v e lv t he a dvan t- ! drafted men.
11uit e correct ly.
J
j
and
preach
on
League
.Motto
"Look
F K IF
“THE MYSTERY SHIP”
disrus- I On Friday night at 7.20 sharp the
We are most grateful when ., ages of gwciting tog et her and
i* up! Lift up!"
[ Hi ili School team will line up against
sing ma 11<■rs of inte rest.
Others
Comedy
Drama
News [1 | There will be special music at the Branch - sends jn such a perfect 1
,,
,r
,,
, tho Ashland High School team. AIl hu n'im.i nl m.‘ I misurur
ith()UKh
has .l.'fualand appreciate the trouble they have
, i morning and evening servlet s.
II
12th C h a p t e r of
Monday
M Professor J. H. Lindsay, organist taken to ((inform to all the regula the Association to be in a flourishing ' 0(j tj,js f,,ani jn Ashland, yet the gam*'
condition, there being a balance of (should be an interesting contest, since
tions.
jjland Choir Master.
“THE FIGHTING TRAIL"
F K B.
Yours verv trulv
'cash on hand $170. also as owning U) 'ho Ashland hoys are prime for
re
Mr. C. V. Chandler, Soloist.
Current Events. Others. Comedies and Dramas ,
i on
v 1111 •'
i ,
, o
- 4 ! venue.
Frobablv between the halves
M ARGARET G. FISKE,
shares Houlton Agricultural 8 o ru 4 y .
*
v .jM
1 ) l a V t . (J between
two
1
General prayer meeting at 7.2,0
Gen. Secretary, stock $25n.
’r t p a ms
■ Tuesday evening.
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ious departments, and giving them ab- ' the War Finance bill has not yet been
membership, it is believed that the ’ sions and those of the Kaiser, and w a »
solute power to decide and act, will passed, and if it is passed it will take
enthusiasm of boys and girls of school obliged to move out of the way and
cut the barbed-wire entanglement in some time before its effects will be age for real service, guided by the
let Germans pass. Her people have
which Washington has been enmeshed. potent.
splendid devotion of teachers and
suffered
rudeness from invaders who
This week, in this line, a Committee
school officers, will carry the move
have made no bones about removing
on Shipping Control has been appoint
ment “over the top” and as far be
tood supplies to their own country and
ed , to direct the drive to supply the
with several enforced holidays, and hardships
yond as the other great campaigns
letting the Luxemburgers go on scant
needs
of
our
Allies
in
men.
food
and
, have gone.
This may be inflation, but it is in
two other holidays, local business men
allowance.
Recent reports
indicate
munitions, and in the allocation of all C a m p a ig n of the A m e ric a n Red Cross
and manufacturers are not expecting flation of the right kind.
The campaign for .Maine as for
that the food situation in Luxemburg
great activities. Yet they look for
The objection that it is too politi tonnage on both sides of the Atlantic.
other states, has been placed almost
is practically as trying as in Germany.
ward to the future with a great deal cally autocratic', that Mr. McAdoo ap This is a small committee of three,
The purpose of the Junior Member wholly in the hands of the school
It was not such a shame for Luxem
of courage, and a good deal of con points his own board, and that the and two of its members are veterans ship in the American Red Cross Or authorities.
Mr. Josiah \V. Taylor,
burgers to let the Germans violate
fidence. For, by all he laws of aver powers delegated might become dan ,111 the shipping business and in execu ganization is to give the boys and girls Agent for Secondary Education, has
their neutrality as it would have been
age, and chance and seasons, they gerous, does not alarm, because the tive experience, Mr. Franklin, of the of school age in the public, private been detailed to serve as State Chair
or the Belgiums to do the same thing
must be about at the worst of what existence of the corporation is for the Mercantile Marine, and Mr. Raymond, ami parochial schools an opportunity man for Public Schools.
The active
because Belgium was provided with
has proved to be a very trying period. period of the war and six months of the Mallory Line. The third mem to have a definite part in Red Cross work of the campaign will be carried
defenses
the most powerful forts, it
The change, which apparently must thereafter. Possibly this period of ex ber is Sir Cunnop Guthrie.
service and activities.
This exten on very largely through the suprinwas believed, in the world— whereas
Moves
of
this
character
give
effect
come shortly, can only be for the bet istence may have to be extended afsion of membership to the school chil tendents of schools and teachers but
Luxemburg was a mere name on the
t
the war, to assist in the great re ive recognition of the necessity to get dren has received the unqualified en with the hearty cooperation of the
ter.
map, with a toy army practically not
enabling America into the war at top speed and dorsement of President Wilson and of Red Cross Chapters and Branches.
Business Holds up Surprisingly W ell, construction of the world,
more than enough for the support of
the credit of the Government to help to bring about the closest co-opera educators through the country. Of
Under such conditions as to pur
Under Handicaps
the police in emergencies in solving
When one considers the handicaps where the most powerful credit may tion with the Allies in the use of ship all the agencies which are seeking pose and method we feel confident civil order. Certainly Belgium has no
ping.
the help of the school children of that the campaign will have the hearty
under which business has been labor be needed.
reason to regret that in a world crisis
America
none appears to have more support of parents and citizens in
If
so,
all
the
better
for
the
quicker
Rate
F
ix
in
g
ing and is still laboring, the surpris
her King and her people resisted an
Tin' railroads having been taken worthy claims. The wide scope of every town and city in the state.
ing thing is that the volume has held reconstruction of the world, after war
arrogant attempt to make them abet
up to its present very remarkable has destroyed so much human and in over promptly by thq, Government, its work, touching every form of re
tors in one of the most app&ling Inter
level. Bank clearings, by which we dustrial material.
the Senate Interstate Committee is lief and meeting every need of suffernational crimes in the history of ages.
are accustomed to judge the volume Possible Cam ouflage in G e rm a n S t r i k e taking time to decide terms, etc. Phe inK humanity, the simplicity and direct
The establishment of the Luxemburg
Committee is closely divided on the ness of its organization and activi
of trade, measured in terms of money,
delegation iu Switzerland
naturally
News
The charge d’affaires of the Grand is regarded as significant, betokening
question of whether the Director or ties, the high ideals which inspire its
might be expected to show some sub
Those who read of the German lab
stantial decreases compared with a or demonstration with high hopes of the Interstate Commerce Commission service, make Red Cross membership Duchy of Luxemburg stationed at belief on the part of the Luxemburg
and service very fitting for boys and Berne. Switzerland, has presented to ers that peace is not far off and that
year ago. But such is not the case.
disruption of Germany from the in shall fix rates. It appears the Com
the entente representatives at that it will come either without a military
For the first week of January, for terior are apt to be sadly disappoint mittee has been swayed to deciding girls of school age.
place
a statement that Luxemburg, decision or with a defeat of the cent
The
plan
of
Junior
Membership
is
Instance, total bank clearings in New ed. Germany lets the news of these in favor of the old way by the plea of
which
was seized by Germany at the ral powers.
very
simple.
Each
school
building
England showed an increase of 5.9 per things, apparently adverse to the Gov the shippers, that if Mr. McAdoo de
beginning
of the war, desires her in
becomes
a
Junior
Auxiliary
as
soon
as
cides
rates
he
should
conduct
the
cent, over the corresponding period of ernment, get by the censors.
She
hearings, and would not have time. I be pupils have signified their inten- dependence at the conclusion of peace
last year. For the second week the in could easily put the lid on.
She
crease was 4.5 per cent. For the third seems even to be cultivating in the Hearings under the old regime were tion to unite with the organization and submits that her people should
in the nature of a time consuming and have pledged either a sum equal not be required to pay any portion of
week the gain was no less than 26.1 outside world an impression
that
per cent. Incidentally, in that week things are very bad with her. There farce in which contentions were al- to twenty-live emits per pupil, or its the penalty that Germany may he- cal
most invariably decided against the equivalent in service. The teacher or led to suffer in an economic war suc
no other sections of the country, ex
is some object in this; perhaps to
Lux
principal becomes Cahirman of the ceeding the armed hostilities.
cept the South, where business is arouse the labor element in the Allied roa(js
As returns will lie guaranteed to the Auxiliary. The work is carried on un- emburg's welfare1, it is insisted, de
stimulated by a 30-cent price for cot countries to similar action —to de
ton, and in the western section , cent mand peace on give-and-take; negot investors, the risk of revenue is up to de.i the immediate direction of v.he mands that she should depend econom
of
ering about Kansas City, Minneapol iations. Any peace of that kind would the Government. If it is content to * hapter or Branch School Committee ically upon France rather than upon
is, St. Paul and Topeka, made as great be a German peace. It would he fatal save the shippers’ feelings, run the of the Red Cross. This committee is the central powers.
The contrast between the course of
a gain as New England. For the to the future of the world. There is roads at a loss and make the taxpay expected to be made up of persons
connected directly with the schools, Luxemburg and Belgium when hostili
fourth week of January the increase
but one way to permanent peace, and ers pay the difference, it can do that.
either as teachers, members of school ties began has been often a subject of
in local clearings was 12.6 per cent.
that is through defeat of Germany. Or if the shippers are made to pay
with comment. Belgium resisted the viola
Those figures are not quoted with the Every ounce of American energy must higher rates as they should have been committees or superintendents
one
or
more
members
of
the
nearest
tion of her territory with all the
intention of minimizing the difficulties
doing for years, the Director may
be devoted to that purpose.
under which business is laborng, but
show a profit to the Government in Red Cross ('hapter or Branch. Thus strength at her command, and was de
No S u b m a rin e V ic t o r y
they do show that even at minimum,
running the roads on a decent rev it will be seen that the direction of nounced therefor by the Germans as
The drive on the Western front to enue scale. The shippers have w o n ,S('h° o1 activities will be largely in the the author of her own misfortunes. All
business must be big.
And that is perfectly logical. In the win the war is now put forward by with the Interstate Commerce Com- hand of those "h ose primary interest that Germany asked they asserted, was
days before the w ar— normal times— Germany, taking the place of the sub mission for years and the result has wiI1 concern the childem themselves. peaceful passage and had this been
It is to be noted that the funds are granted Louvain would have been
it was calculated that the total varia marine victory over the world, which been a crippled transportation system
used
E N T IR E L Y for the purchase of spared and Belgium hardly more than
tion in consumptive demands of the was to be won in three to six months. a coal famine, ships held up in the
people in times of prosperity and times The U-boat campaign was started a harbors with Allies in want, and a materials for USE IN T H E SCHOOLS. temporarily inconvenienced, instead of
of adversity, was about 20 per cent. year ago and put America into the wholesale stoppage of industries on None of it goes to the senior organiza being laid in ruins. Luxemberg was
tion, either for general expenses or without strength to defend herself
That is, In prosperous times consump war. It was to sink 1,000,000 tons of Fuelless Mondays and other days.
tion was about 10 per cent, above nor shipping a month and the war was to
But even if the shippers have to for material. A Chapter School Treas from invasion. Her Grand Duchess* it
The Norwegian cod Hrer oil hi
mal. In depression it w a r 10 per cent, be won by last August. The war was pay higher rates, does anyone sup- urer is responsible for fund and its will be remembered, drove in her auand the $4,500,000,000 of credits rat
ably increased also to care conserva
tively for business progress and for
winning the war. Because without
(B y R. W . JlcNeel)
February is always a between-sea- business progress--and
prosperity—
sons period in business, and this year winning the war will entail terrible

LOOKING TO FUTURE WITH
GREATER CONFIDENCE

THE JUNIOR AUXILIARY
MEMBERSHIP

LUXEMBURG SEEKS
HER INDEPENDENCE

A Every
Soldier's
Strength
enlisted man would

stand up stronger during the
first year’s service if he could
have the benefits

scorn

ENUUIIM

because it fortifies the lungs
and throat, creates strength to
avoid grippe and pneumonia
and makes rich blood to avert
rheumatic tendencies.
Send a bottle of SCOTT’S
to a relative or friend
in the service.

Scott’* Emulsion is now refined ij*our
own American lnboratorie* w h ic h
makes it pure nud palatable.
Scott & liowne, Ploomfield.N.T. 17-14'

below *normal. And that variation not won by Germany; the U-boat cam pose that they will not pass along the disbursement with the understanding tomobile to the middle of the bridge
made all the difference between opti paign continues, but the sinkings each burden to the consumer? Only where that it is to be kept entirely distinct on the boundary between her possesmism and depression in business cir- month, with variations up and down, price-fixing makes it impossible will from general Red Cross funds.
Much latitude is also given in the
ctoa. Y « t the striking lesson of that are on the decline. In the year, if the this he omitted. So that the public
raising of the funtl. It may be secured
It that the normal needs of the popul-' German claim had materialized, 12,- pays in either case.
ation must be met every day, in order 000,000 tons of shipping would have
W e doubt whether Mr. McAdoo will from private individuals, organizations
to give them the necessities of life— been sunk. The best estimate, al consent to await the exasperating de entertainments, or other means, as
food, clothing and shelter— necessita though the German and British figures lays of the Interstate Bommeree Com well as by individual contribution, or
tes the carrying on of a tremendous disagree, is that under 6,000,000 tons mission and believe he will find some the school or individual pupils may
volume of business and the distribu have been sunk. This includes the method of speeding up. Practice of pledge to vender service for the equi
tion of an immense amount of goods ships of England, France, Italy, and this kind may he beneficial if the roads valent, in whole or in part. The con
America. Of American ships 171,000 ever get back to their owners. Pos trol of this matter is almost wholly in
of every sort.
Needless to say, many of our busi tons have been sunk. British shipping, sibly the Commission will by that the hands of the local ('hapter School
ness men are restless in the days of of ships of over 1,600 tons since the time have learned two things: how Committee whi ch will he able to meet
ewforced Idleness. W hile submitting beginning of the war, has lost 2,500,- to raise rates and how to do it q ui c k  local condition.-- a- the need demands.
to the closing orders of the national 000 tons. For the year in which the ly.
In or der to g i v
every
school
in
fuel administrator they are not all fiercest drive of the U-boats has been
America, the Mpp-mtunity to
f orm
a
*
The Outlook
doing so without a good deal of in made, British imports showed a de
Junior Auxi l i a: y. a eampai gn of infor
Those who look at the market
ward protest. They very frankly criti cline of only 6 per cent, in tonnage
mation and me mb e r s hi p has been planfrom tin* standpoint of the influence
cise the policy of the fuel administra from 1916. The U-boat is still a ser
tied, e x t e ndi ng from Lincoln's Birthof current events may think that tier
tor. They deprecate the original dis ious menace and has created uncom
day, February 12th to Washington's
man internal di sturhanres and the
placement of the old fashioned law of fortable food and fuel conditions in
Birthday. Febr uar y
Did. During this
full Steel di vi dend, have had a f avor
supply and demand in trade.
Many England, France and Italy, but not in
ti me a special effort will la* made to
able effect upon it. T h e vol ume of
believe New England has been unjust proportion for the length of time, as
interest the children in the
schools
stocks in supply and demand, however,
ly discriminated against in the distri- much as has the embargo on outgoing
in the Red Cross and its work. Spechas much mor e to do with it.
Liqui
button of coal. A few will protest j ships from our own ports during the
telling the
ially prepar Mi bulletins
dation has completed for the time b e 
against such criticism as unpatriotic. Jlast two or three weeks, caused by
story of tin* Red Cross, describing the
ing more than a month ago.. Wall
But it is difficult for many of our prom- OUr fuel shortage here.
activities of the Junior Auxiliaries and
Street loans an* markedly low show
lnent business men to believe that all
It is one of the gratifying offsets to
giving the plan of organization will
ing smaller amount of stocks carried
the wisdom in the nation is centred delay revealed in some of the other
he distributed for the use of teachers
on margin and more owned outright,
at Washington. New England people 1departments, to find that there is litth
and pupils.
The Campaign is one of
few were being offered, and as many
have not been accustomed to do less criticism due against Navy progress,
i education first of all. Its immediate
stocks had been sold which were not
than their share in the great national and, in fact, that the American Navy
object is to give the school children
owned, an effort to buy them hack
crisis of the past.
They know now has made a record of the highest
I tin opportunity to form Junior Auxili
; created a hidding-up movement,
that what this country needs above character in its assistance in destroy
aries if they wish to do so.
j
If we accept tin* view of new influ
all other things to win the w ar and ing submarines since we entered the
I
ence as a factor in market move i It is not the intention or desire of iI
keep up the courage of the people is war.
ments. the peace prospect seems to those in charge of the Campaign to I
full employment, good wages and the
T h e N a v y ’s F in e Record
■have had the most weight, hut i bring any pressure watever on any j
maximum production of all sorts of
strangely enough, it is difficult to see 'school or any child in the matter of ;
It
is
reported
that
the
spirit
display
goods. So it is difficult to convince
how
peace, much as it is to be desired,
ed
in
the
American
Navy
from
its
first
many manufacturers,
for
instance,
junction
with
the
British,
has
been
could
he considered a bullish factor
that they are doing the greatest pos
industrially, when the war is provid
one
of
most
efficient
co-operation
and
sible good for the national welfare by
alert determination, with units eager ing so large a part of the commercial
closing down their plants when they
have coal in the bins necessary to to join in every operation, brave and , acti vity and its cessation would cause
|a pronounced fall downward both in
turn the wheels.
Meanwhile their unhesitating in driving after the prey,
Treatment for the blood, nerves and
prices of most commodities and in liver— p u r i f y i n g , strengthening,
and
most
effective
in
steadily
adding
employes walk the streets, out of work,
and their confident spirit is impaired. to the number of destroyed sub-! activity of manufactures and related cleansing, winning its way wonder
It is difficult to convince them that marines. The fleet of destroyers sent |industries all along the line. But we fully just now— is:
'Hood's Sarsaparilla, the superla
the drastic measures from W ashing over was in every respect ready to are far from a military decision which
ton which conflict with their continued speed up the campaign against the U- would bring peace, and Germany tive blood purifier and appetite
giver, known for over 40 years.
efficiency, without contributing to the boats, and its entry into the fight was seems far from a diplomatic’ peace by
Peptiron, the superlative pepsingeneral welfare as they see it, is 100 a source of refreshment and inspira concession.
nux-iron-celery
nerve, blood and
tion to the British.
The passage of the bill creating a digestive tonic.
per cent sound and right.
Planning together, the two navies War Finance Corporation would un
For they ask, “W h at can we do when
Hood's Pills, the superlative
have
turned the situation into a de doubtedly afford a basis for the ex
our power to produce is shut off?”
family laxative for biliousness, con
feat of Germany’s projects for victory pansion of credit to a very large
stipation; pleasant, easy, effective.
through drastic destruction on the amount.
What are your troubles? I f such
Credit expansion in a great
seas. The depth bomb, perfected by volume would lay the foundations for
as to need all three medicines, whv
The province of a bank is to lend both English and American inventors, an upward movement in securities, to not have perfect, well-rounded re
Its funds to the business community, has undoubtedly proved a powerful an extent which might bring upon us lief by getting the combination ?
If you need only one medicine,
hut at the same time to keep them aid. Suggestions of the American the long expected bull market. But
get it and take it— but do it now.
HguM by restricting obligations to naval officers from time to time have
Short-term maturities.
Commercial been adopted heartily by the British,
paper Is of this character, and is the and whatever we may be wanting in
best banking asset in the world. But on other lines, our Navy has fully sat
business Institutions oftentimes, and, isfied all expectations.
In
further
In fact, nearly all of them sometimes, prosecution of submarine destruction,
most borrow for a longer period than construction of destroyers is proceed
the time limits of commercial paper. ing steadily and at such a rate that
The appeal in that case Is to capital before the end of the year the United
awaiting Investment, and In peace States, it is said, will have in action
times this capital is almost invariably the largest fleet of destroyers in the
ready for good propositions. But in world.
war times the capital-market must
How does this successful adminis
he reserved for Government loans. So tration of the Navy come about when
A Checking A ccount with the Houlton Trust Company
that Mr. McAdoo’s plan tor a W a r at one time Secretary Daniels was per
is advantageous from every point of view
Finance Corporation Is intended to haps the most criticized of any mem
Your
Cheek hook enables you to keep a concise record
keep the business need for longer ber of the Cabinet? It is because Mr.
of your income and expenses.
leans supplied, without interfering Daniels has seen a light and has wise
with the Government market.
ly delegated to the most competent
Pay in this Safe, Convenient and Economical way.
Briefly, It furnishes credits to the officers in the Navy the actual work
Checking Accounts, large or small, are solicited.
extent of $4,600,000,000, which cannot of administration. He has been broad
he had In the open market, but must enough to see that so, only, could
he had some way if the business struc prime results be reached. He is one
ture is to be sustained under the pres of the few in power who has compre
sure of enormous w ar loans.
hended this vital principle of execu
It Is, in effect, a big Government tive success.
bank for making long, well-secured
This leaven is working now In other
business loans. ‘ It is to have capital quarters of the Administration. The
b o w of $600,000,000, with possibility plan, widely adopted, of selecting men
that tbit may have to be Increased, of the highest executive ability in var-

THE NEW TRIPLE
COMBINATION

USE POTASH FERTILIZERS
W ith less farm labor Aroostook Farmers must grew more
potatoes. More potatoes can be grown to the acre b y using
Essex Potash Fertilizers. W e guarantee these Animal Fertilizers
to contain 4 IV A T E R S O L U B L E POTASH. W e have the
best potato fertilizer on the market— BLOOD, BONE, M E A T,
Chemicals and PO TA S H . Th e potato market is sure. Prices
are high. Essex Potash Fertilizers will pay better than ever.
Indorsed by New England Experiment Stations. Buy our
reliable fertilizers. W rite today fo r information and prices.
ORDER E A R L Y
Aroostook Salesman— J. C. Moir, Houlton, Me.

ESSEX FERTILIZER CO.. Boston, Mas*.
Branch Consolidated Rendering Co.

A N I M A L

The young man who has formed the habit of saving and
thrift has the right equipment for financial success.
You also can equip yourself with these essentials by the
practice of prompt weekly deposits.

BANK W ITH US.

CONSERVATIVE INFLATION

A First and Refunding Mortgage
54> Bond
Maturing in 4 ^ years
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Houlton Trust Co.
H o u lt o n .M a in e
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BUY A SMILEAGE BOOK

UHL FOR DIVORCE

The Military Entertainment Coun
To tho Hon. Justice of the Supreme
cil is a special commission appointed
Judicial Court, next to be held at Houlby the Secretary of W a r as a branch
ton, In the County of Aroostook and
of the W a r Department Commission
State of Maine:
on Training Camp Activities.
Celia Brown, of Bridgewater in said
Its work is to provide programs of
County of Aroostook, respectfully re
presents that on the twenty-seventh entertainment for the off hours of the

I strength.

In a number of states the

j governors will appoint Entertainment

SHEEP RAISING IN NEW ENGLAND

“Pneumola is not due to cold nor I sixths of the deadliness of warfare has
to a draft,” he said, “but is caused by been wiped out through modern medi

the specific germ of pneumonia in cal methods, thus reducing the actual
Wool was never so high as now; hay , mouth secretions. The lowered vital* loss of life among the wounded to 10
and pasturage never cheaper. Much Jity created by chilling or wetting al- per cent. For every man killed In bat
good hay was left uncut in New Eng j lows these germs to develop into an tle from six to seven tons of high ex
land last summer because the value of active
inflamation of the lungs, plosives are shot away, according to
the crop was less than the cost of har 1which we call pnemonia. Tuberculo- 1figures furnished by allied army of
vesting it. Yet wool was a standard sis germs do not exist in the breath ficers.
day of June, 1905 at Bridgewater in men in the uniform of the United
product of our farms when “ sheep of consumptive patients, but are found ! Surgery is avoided wherever pos
An organization of this character
said County, she was lawfully married States now in National Guard camps
hay'' was cut labororiously from in large numbers in the secretions sible, one doctor at a French base hos
to George Brown of Bridgewater that and National Army cantonments on will result not only in securing the
swamps and rocky hillsides with hand given off by such persons in coughing, pital having a record of 1000 succes
ever since said time she conducted
funds needed for the present war ser
scythes and raked up slowly with tiny sneezing and spitting. The danger sive cases with only six amputations.
herself towards said Libelee as a this side of the Atlantic. For the pre
vice, but will have a survival" value
faithful, true and affectionate wife, sent the work does not reach the
hand rakes. The high cost of grain is zone for all these forms of droplet in
Hospital records show a reduction,
but that said Libelee, regardless of his smaller army camps or to any of the for patriotic service everywhere that
driving farmers
from dairying and fection is usually not over four feet he said, of from one-half to two-thirds
marriage covenant and duty, on the navy camps.
cannot he measured.
poultry keeping in spite of the high It has been demonstrated that doctors in deaths from disease as compared
first day of January, 1907, utterly de
The program of the Liberty thea price of eggs, milk and butter:
For the entertainment under
its
the and nu rses, at a hospital in Chicago, with peace conditions, both in the
serted your Libelant without cause,
and that said desertion has continued direction the Council will use the new tres. tents and auditoriums will offer unexampled scarcity of labor prevents where formerly as high as 12 per cent,
English and American armies.
to the present time, being more than Liberty theatre built by the the gov almost every kind of high-class en
their entering on any large scale into were infected in caring for meningitis
Dr. Hutchinson said he had never
three years, during which time he has ernment, the large auditoriums of the tertainment features. Theatrical stars
the production of grains and hoed patients, did not contract the disease seen a more vigorous body of men,
contributed nothing to her support,
and
'Chautauqua
talent
are
volunteer
but that said Libelee regardless of his Y. M. C. A., and where the weather
crops. Pastures are lying neglected when they covered the mouth and both physically and mentally, than
marriage covenant and duty has been permits - the tents which have been ing to put themselves into the plan of all over New England, growing up to nose with gauze while near the pat
those now grouped in the armies of
guilty of cruel and abusive treatment provided by the Chautauqua Mana the .Military Entertainment
Council brakes and alders, worthless enclos
ients.
the allies in Europe and he predicted
towards said Libelant, and of adultery.
and, as a result, our soldiers will see ures not producing enough of value
gers’ association.
"In many European hospitals per that the vast majority of those who
That your Libelant has made dili
Plans
for
the
million-dollar
Military
j
some of the best entertainment pro- to pay the low taxes levied upon them.
gent inquiry, but that the residence
sons ill with diphtheria, scarlet fever, go from the United States to fight for
of said Libelee is unknown to your Entertainment Fund Campaign have I vided anywhere in the United States,
Sheep raising requires little in hired whooping cough, measles, erysipelas the common cause of democracy will
Libelant, and cannot be ascertained been completed.
Not only has the j They will see the same kind of talent labor or grain: (heap hay and cheap
and typhoid fever are frequently cared return physically improved.
by resonable diligence. That there campaign a strong national organiza- I which cities and tow ns on the Chaupasturage are the great
requisites. for in the same hospital ward without
is no collusion between them to ob
tain a divorce; but that your Libelant tion, but there is being built up state |tauqua circuits pay many times th" I Both of these we have:
moreover. one infecting the other, provided there
local organizations of great j price charged in the soldiers' camps I thert is yet a sturdy tradition of good
believes that said bonds of matrimony and
is a strict avoidence of personal con
ought to be dissolved, whereforo she
to see. The Broadway successes that I old days when every farm had its
China has millions of men for the
tact. either directly or through the
prays that a divorce may be decreed.
will he shown will lie on an equality j flock and sheer barn. Many of the
nurse, physician or hospital utensiles. allies 500 000 ready to fight, 1,000,000
And your Libelant further prays
jwLth those seen in the best cities, i older farmers still remember the routthat reasonable alimony, or a specific
In a word, the greatest lesson to he under arms, 2.000.000 in reserve;, 400 j There will he selected vaudeville hills, j ine of sheep farming; they know that learned from preventive medicine is (,oo.000 people* to draw on.
sum in lieu of alimony, be decreed to
her. and that she may have the cus
arranged so as to present an unvaried j wool has been raised at a profit on
This almost limitless man-power is
avoid contact with sick persons and
tody of their minor child, named, Dot: succession in any camp of any kind of j their own farms under conditions far
at
the disposal of the allies, beginning
tie Brown, aged 12 years, and that
with the mouth secretions of all per
entertainment.
«<,*■ ^—
with the aOO.eoo who will be sent to
said Libelant’s name be ''hanged to
! harder than those w hich exist at pre sons sick or well.
Celia Withers.
that when suffering from
It is for these purposes that Smile- jsent. Yet few or none return to she<'p
' T o d a y in the overcrowding of work the trenches the minute they're asked
C E LIA B R O W N .
nervousness, sick headache, ! age Books are being offered for sale, , raising. Whv not?
shops. factories and war industries. for, according to Ghiang, who has just
i
Dated at Houlton this nineteenth
j
coupon
hooks
of
$ 1.Hit to $.2.00 full of ,
Simply
because
dogs
arc
more
plen
" ‘ '1
in the problem of mobiliz arrived for conferences with military
dizzy spells and ailments
^lay of December, 1917.
'tickets, which you may send to the t ifu l in New England than ever before. ing large numbers of men in Tamps, <hiefs in Washington.
p ecu liar to t h e ir s e x — ■hoys in the cantonment camps, and
Signed and sworn to before me this
"Our potential strength is unlimited.
In an open country of rolling plains
19th day of December, 1917.
nothing affords such prompt even if some of the bovs get more ,or dateless hillsides, where great hands barracks and on ships, the factor of We have more than 400.000,000 people
direct infection by means of secre
S S. T H O R N T O N .
and welcome relief, as will I ihan one. some of them will not get j of sheep can he pastured and bedded tions from the mouth and nose looms to draw from. Our co-operation in
Justice of the Peace.
any, hut the transferable feature, al dow n by a single herder who guards up a^ one of the important problems France depends entirely upon the
follow a few doses o f
(L. S.)
needs of our allies. We are willing
lows all to get the benefit.
them night and day, the timid sheep in sickness prevention.
Can he protected; hut in a broken,!
"Sound teeth and the frequent wash to send as many men as they ask,”
Buy a Sm ilea ge Book
AROO STO O K , ss.
I wooded country like our own the flocks ing of the mouth and nose with a mild Ghiang said.
A Smileage hook contains 2<» cou
Supreme Judicial Court.
At present the entente is relying
must be left, for most of the days and solution of some alkaline substance,
pons. each worth He and good for ad
In vacation, Houlton, January 25, 1918.
: all of the nights of summer, to the such as baking soda, are the first es upon China to protect allied interests
mission 1o any theatre ;»t tiny ot the
In this action it is ordered by the
j mercy of wandering dogs. Laws are |sentials in reducing germs in the in Vladivostok. Harbin, and Manchu
cantonments wher Uncle Sam is train
court that notice be £ iven said Libelee
1of little use in the matter; who is to mouth. Practically all the germs that ria. it was declared. Cable reports re
by publishing the libel and this order
ing his soldier hoys. They cost a dol
toll what dogs did the misehioLor os- 1cause the common diseases require an ceived by the mission told of the cap
of court three successive weeks in the
lar and the buyer send them to a sol
HoulUnr Times a newspaper printed
jtimate the damages, not alone in acid mouth secretion for their growth. ture of 2000 armed Bolsheviki by Gen.
They will help
A proven wom en’s remedy, dier at some camp.
and published at Houlton in said Coun
slaughtered sheep, but in panic- strick Decaying teeth furnish this acid in Liang Hsu's forces operating near
ty of Aroostook, the last publication
which assists in regulating the him to while away many a weary hour.
Harbin.
e n survivors, "scared out of a y e a r s ' large quantities."
to be at least thirty days before the
organs, and re-establishing
These* were disarmed and driven
growth." and in loss of time and in- !
next term of this court in said County
healthy conditions. Beecham's
from the city, the cable stated. Order
o f Aroostook to be held at Houlton,
vested capital to the harassed owner?
HOULTON
PEOPLE
SHOULD!
Pills contain no habit-forming
in said county, on the third Tuesday
has been restored in Harbin, and the
EAT PIE DAILY
j Destroying hail and untimely frost. 1
drug — leave no disagreeable
o f April 1918; that he may then and
supplies stored at Vladivostok by the
drought and hurricane, the farmer ac- ;
there appear and defend if he sees
after-effects. They are—
Pie is wholesome, combining both |
The
pride
of
Germany's
and
Aust
entente
are controlled absolutely by
cepts philosophically, in the hope that ’
fit.
fruit and grain. Those who have j
ria's
great
merchant
fleets
have
car
the
Chinese
troops.
they
will
not
recur
for
years.
But
one
L E S L IE C. C O R N IS H ,
trouble digesting pie should take ONE i
Upon Japan depends to a great ex
attack of dogs upon his flocks is but , ried thousands of American troops to
•Chief Justice of the Supreme Judicial
SPOONFUL simple buckthorn bark,
the precursor of fresh foravs; like the Europe to fight the battle of democ tent the part China will play on the
^
Court
i
glycerine, etc., as mixed in Adler-i-ka.
battle-fields of Europe the coming
menace of the submarine, the dam- i racy.
A true copy of libel and order of
This flushes the ENTIRE bowel tract,
Permission
was
granted
for
the
an
summer. Chinese officials
da^buped.
age is more in what it may do than !
•court thereon.
removes foul matter which poisoned
nouncement
to
Americans
that
16
for
Japan
has
transport
facilities
sufficient
D
tnrtiiii
S
h
A
IY
i
I
n
U
W
—
■
in
w
ith
mrr
Ui,
in
what
"t
has
already
done.
One
Attest:Michael M. Clark, Clerk.
your stomach for months and relieves
Sold M th rw h tr*. In boxes, 10c„ 25c.
mangled flock in a township resolves mer German merchantmen and two to carry large numbers of fighting
A N Y CASE sour stomach, gas or con
a dozen hesitating farmers to have former Austrian steamships have ar men from Shanghai to Canadian or
stipation and prevents appendicitis.
nothing to do with so dangerous an rived in Europe, carrying great num Pacific ports where the first lap of
Leaves stomach in condition to digest
bers of American soldiers, and that the*ir 12.non-mile journey ends.
enterprise.
administered at the Neal Institute, ltd;
ANYTHING. O. F. Freueh & Son.
their holds carried thousands of tons
High
as
it
the
price
of
wool
today.
,
Pleasant Ave.. Portland. Maine, is
it must go still higher: there are no of supplies
guaranteed to remove all craving, de
The 16 included the great liner
C U T T H I S O U T — IT IS W O R T H M O N E Y fresh sources of supply, nor is there
sire or necessity for drugs or alcohol
| D O N ' T M I S S T H I S . Out
out this
slip
Leviathan,
tin1 biggest
ship in the
Our army uniforms
! e nc l o se wi t h li ve c e n t s t o Hol ey
,V On.. any substitute
in any form, without causing the* pa
: js:ir> ShetHeid A v e , Ch i c a g o , III., w i l t i n g may soon come to he three-fourth in world, formerly the Vaterland of the T h e C o n serva tio n of M e a t is U rge d
tient pain or suffering. Write, or call
! y o ur n a m e and a d d r e s s el earl y.
Ao n wi l l
fo r Reasons of H e a lth , No Less Than
■r e c e i v e in r e t ur n a tri al
package
c on- stead of one half shoddy; yet so far Hamburg-American line.
on us at once for free information, all
|m i n i n g F o l e v ' s H o n e y and T a r C o m p o u n d
The transports include tin* Coving
of P a tr io tis m .
no
dogs
have
been
sacrificed
on
ac
:
f
o
r
coughs.
C
o
ld
s
and
croup.
F
o
l
e
y
K
i
d

inquiries held in strictest confidence.
ton.
the
Cincinnati,
tin'
President
Lin
ney Fills and F o l e y C a t h a r t i c T a b l e t s ,
The* time* is passed wlum intelligent
count of the war In three years we
j TUK H ATH FAY A Y hill'd On.
coln,
the
President
Grant,
the
Powhatpeople
give* the* baby a piece of fat
can build up a great sheep-raising in
dustry in New England it will build tan, the Madawaska, all of which were bacon to suck, and feed themselves on
itself if given a chance. But we can seized by the United States at the out food soaked in grease: they would be
not raise sheep and dogs at the same break of war. and the former North horrified by a suggestion so frought
.’ German Lloyd ships George* Washing with the idea of the slums and the
time. We have our choice.
ton. the Mount Vernon, the Agamem mountain fasnesses of Kentucky. But
1
non. tin* Aftolus. the America, the' in metropolitan restaurants and din
1Mercury, the Pocahontas, the* Huron ing rooms they still include in a single
and the Antigone.
meal such foods as oysters, fish, game,
All these* vessels had safe* passage, roast, and cheese. "One-half the peo
Dr T h o ma s F. Harrington of
the
Every one of these transports has ple in Christendom." according to Dr.
state hoard oi labor and industries, i
in a lecture at the Forsyth dental arrived at a European port in months Henry Smith Williams, the distin
infimary on "Common Diseases Spread 'earlier than their former German guished scientist and physician who
by Mouth Infection," declared that 'crews anticipated when they smashed contributes the "Science" section of
Hearsts
Magazine
for February,
persons known as "carriers" may have the* machinery aboard each liner,
the germs of diphtheria, pneumonia j Announcement may also now be , "shorten their lives by over-eating or
or cerebrospinal meningitis present made* that the steamships Baron von by perverse eating." And most of this
in large numbers in their mouths and j Steuben and Baron de Kalb are now perversity in the American diet takes
the form of an over supply of animal
actively engaged in service.
not he ill with the disease.
He detdared that as high as 1 to 2 : A half-million tons of shipping, for- protein. Just how dangerous this kind
per (('lit. of school children who are merly property of the enemy, is now of gormandising can be is shown by
not sick are carri ers of diphtheria bar- 'capable of being utilized hv the United the fact that 250,000 deaths in the
eilli, and that Li per cent, of soldiers States and the allies.
! United States each year can be traced
to this cause— an increase of forty per
in barracks have been found to have
cent, in the last twenty years. The
in their mouths the germ of cerebro
study of the faults and the remedies
spinal meningitis, although not affect
of the American dietary is especially
ed bv the disease themselves.
Presen; conditions make it espec valuable at this time of the urging of
ia lly necessary that the feeding of cat- conservation for the sake of national
|tie he done on the basis of greatest welfare. The appeal of the Food A d 
|possible food value per pound, and al- ministration is reinforced by the judg
BRAND
! so per dollar of money value: Invest ment of a medical expert, whose e v i
D IA M O N D
igation shows, that pound for pound, dence and conclusions no one can a f
.and
dollar for dollar, wheat feeds have ford to ignore.
^6.•f/1
a much higher feeding value than the
0°'
; e*ntire feeds as may he se*eti from the
I.ADIHS |
following figures:
JLak t o u r Urufrglat for CTII-C H FS-TK R ’S
|Councils for the state. These will
jconsist of members of prominent men
Iand women from all parts of the state
Local Councils are being organized in
a number of cities through appoint
m ent by the mayor of the city or by
the National Council.

J

CHINA’S ARMY

Countless Women
fin d —

KEOW TS

nus

TROOPS CROSS IN
SIXTEEN SHIPS

N a tu re ’s aid
to better Health

The
Neal
Treatment

CONSERVATION AS THE
DOCTOR SEES IT

oo

I

WARNS AGAINST INFECTED
MOUTH

The statement regarding Granu
lar Blue Vitriol appearing over our
signature in the TIMES of Jan. 30,
does not refer to 99 per cent Gran
ular Blue Vitriol, which is equal to
the 99 per cent Large Crystal for
agricultural purposes, We would
advise you, owing to the scarcity
of raw material and the exception
ally high cost of production, to
place orders immediately for Blue
Vitriol, Paris Green, Arsenate of
Lead, Bordeaux Mixture and Vitrio
(Bordo-Lead) at once......................

ECONOMICAL FEEDING OF
CATTLE

CHICHESTERSPILLS
r•"

D I A M O N D HK A N D PILI.S in K )• n and.
G o l d w e tn lb c fi'.xes, scaled wwh Blue\
Ribbon, T a k e s -j o t h e r . Rujr of jo u r
Drngftlat and aak for C l f t . f l l i > . T t it S
O I A M O N U R lt V M l IMl.I.s . lur t\wiity-five
year* r_-parded its Heed, Safest, AI wav* to liable.

B O L D BY ALL DRUGGISTS
ijggg, EVERYWHERF T T I 'l

Nitra,te A gen cies Co.
112-1 Pearl Street

N ew York, N. Y.

M A G A Z IN E
WMOTf* «c - yj .»•(

3 6 0 A R T IC L E S

----------------------

-T

3 6 0 ILLUSTRATIONS

B ETTE R
THAN
EVER

Local Representatives

BENN & BURTT

Times Building

ICS

15c a copy

Houlton, Maine

A t Your Now sdealor

L

0
1

Yearly Subscription $1.50
Send for our new free cat•
alog o f mechanical book a

Popular Mechanics Magazine
6 N o rth M ich ig an Avonuo, Chicago

Protein
11 to 12 p.
14 to 1.2 p.

Fat

FOR MAINTENANCE OF ROADS
UNDER PATROL

The state highway commission, has
sent
out the following communication
2 to 4
to municipal officers on road work for
this year:
12 1L. to IS )>
4K. to
We* estimate that the amount Of au
V
tomobile licenses and fees collected
You will note, front the- above t hat
for 191S will enable us to make the
Bran and Middlings togethm- ha v e
following apportionment for the main
about 12 more* protedn than w hole*
tenance of loads under patrol.
wheat, and fully twice the* fat.
To towns having from nine to eleven
Also feeds cost fully 40 per cent,
miles of roads under patrol. $260.
less than the* price* ;it which wheat
In addition to above for each mile
can be sold for. pound for pound.
of improved road on a designated state
The* above* figure's show that, if highway under patrol $200.
feeds were double their present price's i In addition to above for each mile
as compared with wheat, it would still of improved road on a designated
pay the owner of wheat to sell his state aid highway under patrol $100.
wheat, and buy feeuls. on the basis of
The above amounts will be added to
protein and fat feeding values.
I the amount which the town is required
Unite'd States Food Administration. to furnish under the patrol mainI
'tenance law.
I In addition to the above there will
j he* set aside for road machine
work.
That is. preparing the* unimproved secThat the* present world war is with- j
'tions of road for maintenance*, provid
out doubt the least deadly of any in i
ing the town will furnish a like'
history was the keynote of an interest - i
amount. $50.
ing address de'live'te el by Dr. Woods ,
Hutchinson of
New
York. widely ' The* apportionments will not apply
known writer on medical subjects tend j to roads which are* not under patrol.
1*4 to 2U

THIS WAR LEAST DEADLY IN
HISTORY
|

for some ye*ars state health officer of I The indications arc that a large
amount of freight will be transported
Oregon, in Boston recently.
Dr. Hutchinson's talk. "The Fight , over the roads this season; therefore,
Against Disease* on the English. French j we ask your co-ope*ration and we* will
and Italian Fronts." was a first-hand i guarantee ours in maintaining the*
description of conditions as he found'roads throughout the state so that
them in the army camps, trenches and food, fuel ami other necessities can In;
hopitals on the European war fronts moved to relieve; congestion on the;
Tie* said that from four-fifths to live railnuids and help win the war.
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Foxcroft Road was taken to the Aroosj took Hospital a fewr days ago for treatMr. Kenneth Duff is quite ill at this
merit. She is gaining and friends hope writing.
[ The Sunday School met at the home
to see her home soon.
Quite a gathering of relatives and of Mr. Fred Barton last Sunday.
Mrs. Charles Butterfield of Island
friends met at the home of D. F. Falls is visiting Mrs. Della Eagers
Mrs. Jerry Fanjoy and son Maynard, Adams on Sunday afternoon, the oc this week.
Miss Flossie Crane spent last week
of Smyrna, were the guests of her casion being the 1 ' li birthday of Miss
The Red Cross will meet this week
Refreshments of ice in Ludlow visiting hen- brother. Mr.
brother, Lyman Black several clays Verna Adams.
Crane.
at the home of Mrs. Harry Hartt.
cream and cake were served and Willie
last week.
The Sunday School will meet at the
Sunday was fair and slightly warm 
those
present
report
a
pleasant
time.
i Miss Vera Hamilton who works in
home of Mr. Edward Henderson next
er than It has been for some weeks.
Friends of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Fos Sunday. Feb. 17.
{he Telephone Exchange in Houlton
Owing to the snow and extreme cckl,
1 Miss Nellie Hilley of Lynn, Mass.,
spent Saturday night and Sunday with ter will sympathize with them in the
: is visiting her aunt, Mrs. Mary Atherno Orange meeting was held on Sat
loss of their baby who died Feb. 8th,
relatives here.
; ton for a few weeks.
urday evening.
Mr. Bert Kelso of Island Falls was of pneumonia. Funeral services were | Mrs. Clarence Libby of Houlton has
D. A. Stackpole, of Newport, was in
here on Tuesday, Feb. 5th, to visit held at the* home Sunday afternoon, |been visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
town last week, called here by the
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Kelso Rev. A. B. Carter conducted the ser j Edward Henderson the past week.
I Mrs. Thomas Lloyd was the guest
death of L. E. Stackpole.
vices, and interment was made in I of her daughter, Mrs. Frank Turney,
as they are both very sick.
There will be a measuring party
Mrs. Daniel Stewart and daughter, Monticello.
I last Thursday, at Green Road. N. B.
at the Grange Hall, Tuesday night.
I Gentlemen’s night of the Ladies’
Miss Willa, were called to Greenville,
Benefit for the Junior Club of the Red
Aid will have a valentine party at the
Monday, by the death of the infant
I home of Mr. John Grant, Thursday
Cross.
son of Mr. and Mrs. James P. Stewart.
Mrs. B C. Ingraham is sick with ! evening, Feb 14th.
The Infant daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
The many friends of Mrs. Chauncey tonsilitis.
I
Aueoin— Colton
Pred Foster, aged 7 months, died at
Bates are glad to know she is recover
Mr. Blyn Huntei of Houlton spent j The marriage of Joseph Patrick Autheir home in Littleton, Friday, of
I coin and Miss Lottie Elizabeth Colton
ing nicely from an operation for ap Sunday in town.
i took place on Tuesday morning, Feb.
pneumonia. Funeral was held Sunday
pendicitis in Houlton Hospital one
Mr. George Milton spent last week j 5th, at the Catholic Church in Houlton
afternoon.
day last week.
I Rev. Father Silke performing the cerein
Boston, Mass.
There was a good attendance at the
' mony. They were attended by the
Mrs. James G. Either entertained
Charles
London
is
visiting
his
broth
W hist party in the Hall, Friday even
bride’s brother, Joseph Colton, and the
the “ Win Others,” last Wednesday er, Herbert London.
groom’s sister, Miss Annie
Aueoin,
ing. Ladles first prize was won by
afternoon, with 12 members present
Miss Annie Aueoin was the guest after the ceremony they left on the
Mrs. R. W. McLeod; the gentlemen’s
and two visitors, Mrs. Druisilla Out of Mrs. W. J. Moore last week.
morning train for Bangor, returning
by Mr. Edgerly.
Thursday to their home in East Hodg
house and Miss Annie Sawyer.
A
Mr.
Clarence
Cox
of
Madison,
Me.,
W ork of putting in the booth in the
don, where a wedding reception was
pleasant and social afternoon was is visiting his uncle, Robert Cox.
Orange H all for moving pictures is
held, Thursday evening, 75 guests
spent together and some work done
Miss Pliyiiss, daughter of Mr. and being present, refreshments were ser
going on this week, and the manage
for the Red Cross, at 5 P. M. supper Mrs. Shirley Lancester, is ill with ved and a very pleasant evening was
ment hope to have them started by
spent by all present, leaving at a late
wras served by the hostess and her pneumonia.
Friday or Saturday night.
hour with many wishes for a happy
daughter, Miss Janice.
j Mrs. Andrew Tidd who has been
future.
Fkttnafon school
sick for some time is still in a oritii ,
An {^tension School in Soil Fertil
i ca! condition.
ity will be held at Monticello Grange
Mr. Basil Drew was a business cal j Mr. Herbert London attended the
(Omitted from last week)
Hall. February 21, 22, 23, by the E x 
I Aueoin— Colton
wedding
reception
ler in Houlton recently.
Mrs. B. J. White was shopping at
tension Department
University
of
Houlton Thursday.
Red Cross will meet with Mrs. Mar I Thursday evening.
Maine. There will be two sessions
Elmer T. Hersey went to Caribou,
| Manford Betts who is employed by
jorie Lougee, Thursday..
Monday to serve as a Juryman.
each day, with a basket dinner at
|
the
B.
&
A
R.
R..
is
home
confined
to
Dr. Tarbell, Smyrna Mills, was in
Mr. and Mrs. N. C. Martin -enter
noon. Lectures will be given
on
j the house with a severe cold.
town on business last week.
taint'd a party of friends at Bridge
"Humus, Lime, Drainage, Farm Manu
It will be pleasing news to the many Whist. Thursday night.
Mr. Norman Ellis and Hollis Stev
res” and then “care, chemicals and
Mr. O. II. AIcKeen and family have
j friends of Mr. Asbra Hutchinson to
ens were in Houlton Wednesday.
Rotations.”.
Practical demonostramoved
to Derby where he takes up
R. C. Brown is confined to the house ' learn that he is slowly gaining.
his duties there as yard engineer.
tions will be given with the lectures
Mr.
Sidney
Skofield
of
Bangor,
Me.,
with bronchitis, his many friends hope
Mrs. Walter E. Mathews attended
and ample opportunity will be given
was the guest of his parents. Mr. and a meeting of the Red Cross at Pres
for a speedy recovery.
for the discussion of individual prob
que Isle last week, she being chosen
Miss Millie Clark who is attending Mrs. Blyn S. Skofield last week.
lems. The school is entirely free and
The gentlemen of the M. E. Church a delegate from this town.
school at Island Falls is home recuper
Political nomination papers are ar
all persons interested in agriculture
will hold a Pie Social at the Town riving in town in dozen lots, looks
ating from vaccination.
are welcome.
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Randall’s baby Hall on Friday evening, Feb. 13th.
like a lively scrap at the June Prim 
Mr. and Mrs. M. J. Moore ant! Mas aries for some of the offices.
who has had a long illness of pnueMr. Augustus M. Clark, salesman
monia is much improved which is good ter Leo attended the Aueoin and Col
Mrs. 8. J. McCain is ill with a cold. news to their many friends.
ton wedding reception Thursday even for Thurston & Kingsbury, the well
known grocery firm, of Bangor was
Mr. George Prosser was a caller in
Our Secretary of the Red Cross, Mrs. ing.
calling on customers in town Friday.
town last week.
Misses Dorothy and Pauline Folsom
Bessie Herron, has gone to MillinocThe Martin Theatre has closed on
Mr. and Mrs. Burns Russell were ket for a few months, and the Auxil of R. C. I., were the week end guests account of the small pox epidemic, the
callers in town 8unday.
iary has appointed M Lettie Lougee of their cousin, Miss Grace Folsom at announcement of the date of opening
will appear in the columns of this
Mr. Hastings McGown spent last to fill her place. 17 members met the home of Everett Betts.
paper.
woelt at O. L. Thompson’s.
The pastor of the U. B. Church will
with Mrs. Lougee Thursday, it being
Mr. Geo. H. Grant in writing home
The Red Cross will meet with Mrs. the largest number that has met at preach, next Sunday A. M. at the Cor
from the Aviation Camp at Waco,
Mith Hand next Thursday.
one time yet. A very cordial invita ner, on “ Christian Science,” at the Texas, reports conditions good and
Philip Webb, a student at R. C. I . tion is held out to all to come wheth Mills at 3 P- M. and at the Corner at says the climate of Texas is the friend
ship of the earth and air.
Flying
spent the week end at home.%
7 P. M.
er they are members or not.
machines can be seen as thick as
Mrs. Lyman Webb's friends” sent
The Longfellow’s League of the birds.
be? a post card shower last week.
Jones School met with Mrs. E. B.
A new corporation was formed at
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Smith were cal
Mrs. L. P. Berry is ill with the grip. Jones recently for Red Cross work. Oakfield, Jan. 8th, knowTn as L. A. Bar
lers at Mr. James Longstaff’s, Sunday.
ker Co., with a capital stock of $10,000
Ralph Crosby is attending court at The girls took pieces of cloth and the President, S. R. Crabtree, Island Falls,
M^ss Mary Mersereau spent a few
boys
cut
the
squares
while
the
girls
Caribou.
Clerk and Treasurer, Lester A. Bar
days last week visiting friends in
L. F. Hall is better but is still con sewed them together for a quilt for ker of Oakfield; Directors, S. R. CrabHoulton.
the soldiers.
tiee of Island Falls; Lester A. Barker,
fined to the house.

and May P. Barker of Oakfleld. Pur
poses, to buy and sell all kinds of
merchandise, to manufacture and sell
proprietry medicine, to carry on a
drug business, also the Real Estate
business.
A few cases of small pox in town
caused considerable apprehension this
week, resulting in about 200 of the
citizens being vaccinated. The work
being done by Dr. Donovan of H julton

EAST HODGDON

S U R R O U N D IN G

TO W N S

MONTICELLO

Notice Of first Meeting Of
Creditors
In the District Court of the 1’ nited. States for
the Northern Division of the District of
Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
Harry \ . Boone
In Bankruptcy
Bankrupt.
To the creditors of said Harry V . Bonne
of Hodgdon in the county o f' Aroostook,
and District aforesaid, bankrupt.
Notice is hereby given that on the nth day of
Feb. A I) Ibis the said Harry V. Boom
was duly adjudicated banknipt :
the first meeting of his creditors will be held
at the office of Edwin L. Vail, in Houlton,
on the 23rd day of Feb. A. 1). 1918, at 10
o’clock in the forenoon at winch time the said
creditors may attend, prove their claims, ap
point a trustee, examine the bankrupt and
transact such other business as may properly
come before said meeting.

HODGDON

DYER BROOK

LITTLETON

Mr. Earl Hand and Miss Mary Hand
Mr. Isaac Hutchinson passed away
Miss Sarah Crosby is visiting rela
visited their aunt, Mrs. L . L . McGow
Sunday evening, after a long illness.
tives and friends in Houlton.
an, Sunday.
Rev. J. L. Wilson conducted ser- ' He was a veteran of the Civil War and

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Jordan and son
Lawrence, were Sunday guests at Mr.
James W e b b ’s.
Mr. and Mrs. William McCain of
N ew Limerick, visited Mr, and Mrs.
James W ebb, Saturday.
Mr. Weldon Gildard was a guest of
Mr. James W ebb, Sunday.
The Red Cross met with Mrs. R o
bert Powell last Wednesday, a very
pleasant and profitable time was
spent.

UNNEUS
Mr. Ernest Adams lost a
work horse last week.

valuable

Mrs. J. L. Blther spent last week
with her son W ilbu r Bither and family.
The young folks of the town had a
party in Maccabee Hall last Friday

night
Rev. and Mrs. Harry Marr of
Hodgdon were calling on friends here
last Friday.
^ .Mr. Isaac Sawyer spent last week
in Limestone, returning home the first
of, the week.
Mr. Hugh Alexander has been poor
ly for some time and is quite ill at
this writing.
Ten young married men enjoyed an
oyster stew at Byron Bither’s camp
last Tuesday night.
Mr. A . P. Bennett was called to
Honlton last week by the death of his
brother, Rued Bennett.
Mrs. Cora Stimson returned last
Friday from a two weeks visit with
Mends In Island Falls.
The Ladies’ Circle o f the Baptist
Society met with Mrs. Lizzie Stoddard
last Thursday afternoon.
MIm Nettie Stoddard and Clarice
Logie, spent last week in Houlton with
Mends and schoolmates.
Mrs. Roy Niles of Honlton, spent
Sunday night and Monday with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. J. Bubar.
Mr. and Mrs. Miles Rhoda of Hodgdom, spent Sunday with Mrs. Rhoda’s
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Sharp.
Miss Kathleen Molr of Houlton,
■pout last week with her sister, Mrs.
Fred Bither, returning home Friday.

j a highly respected citizen, also a memvices in Hammond PI. on Sunday.
Mrs. Jesse P. Tracy who has been ■her of the M. E. Church. He leaves
ill for several weeks is much better. ; to mourn their loss, a wife, two sons.
Mrs. R. E. Hone spent several days Bernard of Norridgewalk, Me., and
last week in Ludlow visiting her Asbra, of this town, two sisters, be
mother, Mrs. Noyes.
side other relatives, and a host of
Miss Ada Brown of Presque Isle ar friends.
I
rived Satuday to spend a few days
Farc e
with her sister, Mrs. Orie Titeomb.
I "The New School Ma'am" will be
Mrs. J. H. Wolverton recently re presented at the Hall, Friday evening
ceived notice of the death of her Feb. 15, followed by a pie social, the
brother, William Sweet of New York gentlemen are requested to furnish
City.
j the pies and the ladies furnish the
The stork arrived in town Friday, ('ash. Admission 10c.
Feb, 8th, bringing a young son to Mr.
and Mrs. Norris Smith. He has been
named Miles Ethan.
The next meeting of the Red Cross J Mr. and Mrs. Belyea of Houlton
I were guests of Mrs. Alfred London on
will be held at the home of Mrs. Pat i Sunday.
rick Murphy on Thursday, Feb. 14th. | Dr. Edwin Bates of Houlton was a
A good attendance is desired.
; professional caller in this town on
Mrs. Thomas Cruthers returned to Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. James Gardner Jr., of
her home In Calgary, British Columbia,
on Monday, after spending a month Island Falls are spending a few weeks
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. James
with relatives here and in Presque Gardner, Sr.
Isle.
I Rev. J. L. Wilson of Littleton, held
Mrs. W. O. Briggs was taken sick services in the B school house on
on Thursday so was unable to attend Sunday afternoon.
the Conference at Augusta. She is ' Friends of M. Jamison will be sorry
better but is still confined to the to hear that he is confined to the
, house by sickness.
house.
I Mrs. Joe Mitchell returned to Houl
Friends of Mr. and Mrs. John M. ton, Saturday, having spent a few
Adams were sorry to learn of the ser days with relatives here.
ious illness of their year old son, Jos
Red Cross meeting was postponed
eph, who is in the Aroostook Hospital last week on account of scarcity of
yarn, on Thursday afternoon the work
for treatment.
ers will meet with Mrs. Alfred Lon
Mrs. James Smith who lives on the don.

;

TUAL

Statom.-nt
COUNTY

F IR E

of

the

PATRONS

IN S U R A N C E

ASSETS
Cash in the Houlton Trust
Compa ny
Assessments due unpaid
<'(liee furniture and supplies

«Ir<^s Assets

$ 1200.22
76.22
655.00
$1,931.44

I ’remiuin notes subject

to

assessment

$337,233.70

Deduct all payments and

assessments

119,468.48

Balance due on premium
notes

$217,765.22
L IA B IL IT IE S

EDWIN L. VAIL,

Referee in Bankruptcy. Unpaid losses
Hired money

$ 5,165.00
7,398.5ft

Gross Liabilities
$12,563.55
Bisks in force Dec 31.
CHARGE
1917
$ 6,633,203.00
Risks written during the
In the matter of
j
year
1,941,000.00
Oliver I). Bousquet,
In Bankruptcy
Risks terminating during the
Bankrupt. I
To the II on . ( lahenok B a l k , Judge of
year
1,754,801.0ft
the District Court of the United States for Net Gainduring the year
186,199.0ft
the District of Maine.
Fire losses during the year
23,6105.lft
ear
104T
B A N K R U P T ’S

P E T IT IO N

F O R D IS -

$3.27
_ . ..
P>
under the Acts of Congress relating to A v e r a g e annual assessment
last five years
5 . 10
Bankruptcy; that he has duly surrender
ed all tvs property and rights of
D I R E C T O R S F O R 1918
property, and has fully complied with D. YV. Gilman, Pres.,
Easton
all the requirements of
said
Acts
Presque Isle
and of the orders of Court touching his Ernest T. McGlauflin,
Ira J. Porter,
Houltoa
bankruptcy.
Houlton
W h k u r k o k k i i r p r a y s , That he may W illa rd Weston,
be decreed by the Court to have a full dis <). P. Griffiin,
Caribou
charge from all debts provable against his es L. E. Tuttle,
Caribou
tate under said bankruptcy Acts, except A A. Stewart,
Houlton
such debts as are excepted by law from
3ft
such discharge.
j
Dated this 30th dav of Jan,, A. I). 1913.
OLIVER I). BOL'SQUKT
Bankrupt.

m REMOVES

Order of Notice Thereon
o f M a i n e , Northern Division, ss.
On this 2nd day of Feb. A. D. 1918,
on reading the foregoing petition, it is—
Ordered by th e Couht , That a hearing
be had upon the same on the 1.5th day of
Mar. A. I). 1918, before said Court at Ban
gor
in
said
District,
Northern
Division at ten o’clock in the forenoon ; |
and that notice thereof be
published
in The Houlton Times a newspaper
printed
in said District, Northern
Di vi si on
and that all known c r e d i t o r s , and
other persons in interest, may appear at
the said time and place, and show cause, if
any they have, why the prayer of said peti
tioner should not be granted.
A nd it is f u kth kk Okdrked by the
Co urt , That the Deputy Clerk shall send by
mail to all known creditors oopiee of said peti
Lagrange, N . C.— "F o r years I
tion and this order, addressed to them at their
suffered with a chronic cough, so I
places of residence as slated.
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale, could not sleep, nights and continued
Judge of the said Court, and the seal thereof, to lose flesh. 1dy druggist asked me
at Bangor in the Northern Division of said
to try Vinol. It cured my cough, I
District, on the 2nd day Feb. A. I). 1918.
(i,.8.)
W IL L IA M M. WARREN, can sleep nights and have gained
twelve pounds.
V in ol is the best
Deputy Clerk.
A true oopy of petition and order thereon. tonic and tissue builder I have ever
taken.**— W . D . Ren, Lagrange, N . G.
Attest : W IL L IA M M. WARREN,
W e guarantee V in o l lo r chronic
Deputy Clerk
D istri ct

THE CAUSE Of
CHRONIC COUGHS

A Constitutional Remedy
That We Guarantee

coughs, colds and bronchitis. N o t a
patent medicine. Formula on every
bottle. Y ou r money back if it fails.

C ould N ot Eat o r S leep
M ad e W e il B y PERUNA

HATHEW AY

DRUG

CO., H O U L T O N

STEP LIVELY! CORNS
QUIT WITH “GETS-IT”

C a ta rrh
F o r Y ear*
C an Now
have been
and It had affected my head,
nose, throat and stomach, that I E at and
Sleep
“I have just taken three bottles. I
can eat most anything and am greatly T o M y
relieved of nervousness, so that
Satisfaction
Mr. William L\ Denny, 1023 Park
Ave., Springfield, Ohio, writes:
“I find great pleasure in w r i t in g

The

you and th a n k in g you f o r w h a t Peru n a has alread y done f o r me.
I
troubled w i t h c a ta r rh fo r
years,

|

G re a t C o rn -L o o s e n e r o f the
N e v e r F a ils .
Painless

Age.

W a tc h my step? W h a t's the use!

I go

along "r i g h t side up with out care," with
l corns, because I use " G e t s - l t , " the pain, less, off-lik e -a -b a n a n a -p e el corn remoVi er. I tried other way s galore, until I was
blue in the face and red in the toes. No
I more for me. Use " G e t s - l t . "
It never
|fails. Touch any corn or callus with two
[dro ps o f " G e t s - l t . " and " G e t s - l t ” does

could not e a t nor sleep w it h an y s a t 
isfaction.

when
I lie down *1 can sleep w it h o u t the
least trouble.
I recommend it to all
those who are sufferers of t h a t d r e a d 
Those w ho object to liquid m e d i
ful disease, c a ta r rh .”
cines can procure P e r u n a Table ts.

INVESTMENTS
For 11:01 wishing to invest in Houlton real estate, we have to
12$, clear of expenses, on
money invested.
.
.
.
.
•
•

offer tenements paving from 10 to

JACKINS & JACKINS
Hamilton-Hurnham lilock

WA R
h o

Q A V IN G S
Oaves

Tel. 196 W

QTAM PS
O :' E R V E S

the rest. It's a relief to be able to stop
I cutting corns, making them bleed, wrap|ping them up like packages and using
sticky tape and salves. It removes any
corn clear ad clean, leaving the toe ai?
1 smooth as your palm.
You can wear
I those new shoes without pain, dance and
; be frisky on your feet. It’s great to us*
1"Gets-lt.”
I “Gets-lt” is sold at all druggists (you
! need pay no more than 25 cents a boti tie), or sent on receipt of price by E
i Lawrence & Co., Chicago T,1.
I Sold in Houlton by O. F. French & Son
Leighton & Feeley.

“Tl

Salvation Army $1,000,000 W ar Campaign
W eeks of February 12 to 22
Houlton’s Quota $500

Keep the Home Fires Burning “Over There” in the Camps, on the
------------------ Firing Lines, Where You Cannot G o-------------------

other common ailments
all visld quicklyto that wonderfully
■oothfat, healing, pain destroying

JOHNSON'S

Some are Giving Hundreds, Hundreds are Giving Something to This Great W a r Relief Movement

L im lm m m t

Over 100 pears of splondid success.
Whether noodod internally or exter
nally it la over humanity’s great

F ra n k D n n n , C h a irm a n

JL

MU

CO.

For the year ending Dee. 31, 1917..

P

Coughs-Colds
Cramps-Chills
Sprains-Strains

“ Friend in N eed "

LETTER B

Annual
AROOSTOOK

Dated at Boulton, Feb. 6, 1918.

OAKFIELD

LUDLOW

assisted by Dr. Hitchcock from Aug
usta. Much credit is'due to the time
ly efforts of the Chairman of the Board
of health, Mr. Fred H. Stimson who
upon the first discovery of the casea
had the State Doctor come at once.
Mr. Stimson is doing all in his power
for the comfort of the four familiee
that were unfortunate enough to be
quarantined, and reports that the dan
ger to the sick ones has passed.

WHAT WILL YOU GIVE?

W . F. T lt c o m b , T r e a s .

J

